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Summary

Summary
Internet technology has undoubtedly changed the world on many levels. And shopping is definitely no
exception in this. The rise of online shopping has become a popular research topic among scholars, with

special attention for the online versus offline debate as well as consumers’ motivations to shop online or
offline. However, it is necessary to look beyond the online versus offline battle, especially since different

ways of shopping will increasingly grow into one integrated, complementary shopping context. Also,

online shopping is not a freestanding phenomenon, but one aspect of the growing digitalization of society.
Within that society physical shops unmistakably play a significant role since they have an important

impact on city life and the attractiveness of inner cities. As consumers are changing the way they shop, it is
of the utmost importance to understand how and to what extent this is happening in order to assess the
social relevance of traditional shops in inner city shopping areas.

One of the most significant game changers may be the fact that consumers have a constant inflow of

information at their disposal due to Internet technology. Consumers are considered to be more informed
and therefore more prepared than ever. Therefore, the objective of this study was to answer the following

question: “How and to what extent has online orientation changed the shopping behavior of online

shopping adopters in inner city shopping areas?” Reviewing the existing literature showed the lack of
understanding about this topic. To gain more insight an online questionnaire, constructed to identify
several essential shopping aspects, both in the online and offline context, was presented to a consumer

panel of Dutch shoppers. The target group consisted of consumers that not only regularly undertake

shopping trips to inner cities, but are also active online when it comes to shopping, orientation or
preparation.

This approach allowed to examine the true impact of online orientation on inner city shopping behavior.

And that impact certainly exists. Reviewing the data showed that consumers have become more critical

and demanding as a result of online orientation. Also changes in consumers’ shopping attitudes and
expectations were identified. In terms of actual shopping behavior it became clear that some consumers

have not experienced much change in the way they shop, but for a considerable part of them being online

and having a range of online orientation possibilities at their disposal, has clearly affected their inner city
shopping behavior. Zooming in on those consumers uncovered several emerging trends. Net decreases in

the number of inner city shopping trips consumers make, in the duration of those trips, as well as in the
number of shops visited during the trips, became visible. Also for fashion stores and department stores
downward evolutions were identified, showing tendencies to visit fewer shops, making shorter shop visits

and making fewer in-store purchases. On the other hand, for bars and restaurant a net positive effect was
noticed, which is translated into more and longer visits to and more money spent in these facilities during
an inner city shopping trip.
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With these major trends as a starting point, decision tree analysis was performed to capture the
characteristics, demographics or behavioral differences that have the largest explanatory power in terms

of inner city shopping behavior. It was found that shopping online more often results in making fewer

inner city shopping trips. This downward trend is slowed down severely for consumers with high levels of

shopping enjoyment. Having a higher convenience focus gives rise to making shorter inner city visits and
visiting fewer shops. Being very active online, provides additional negative pressure on both the number

of shops visited and the duration of inner city visits. For the latter also being younger or being less fond on
shopping induces larger negative impacts.

So in general having a stronger focus on convenience results in visiting fewer shops, but this was also

found true for fashion stores and department stores. The convenience aspect is extra strong in the context

of department stores, which explains the additional pressure online shopping puts on the number of
department stores consumers visit. For fashion stores, the negative impact of a convenience focus is less

profound and, in addition, having a high level of shopping enjoyment strongly moderates the negative
effect. Having a high convenience focus does not only put pressure on the number of fashion or

department stores visited, it also negatively affects the duration of these visits and the number of in-store

purchases. Again, the impact of the convenience factor is much bigger for department stores than for

fashion stores. In terms of in-store purchases department stores experience additional pressure since

online shopping is considered to be a highly attractive alternative for this type of shops.

For bars and restaurants the impact of online activity is turned into a positive trend. This study showed
that the more respondents shop online the more bars and restaurants they visit during inner city visits.

For avid online shoppers this effect is intensified when consumers have a strong leisure focus. For the
more reluctant online shoppers having a strong convenience focus enhances the positive evolution in a
similar, although less outspoken, way. The duration of bar and restaurant visits is also experiencing an

upward trend. The earlier identified trend of visiting fewer shops during an inner city shopping trip
creates an incentive to make longer bar and restaurant visits.

Although this study has affirmed that inner cities are facing tremendous challenges, this does not mean

that their role as a worthwhile destination is played out. It will be up to inner cities to convince the
consumers of the added value they can experience from making an inner city visit. If the customer

proposition is limited to practicality and convenience, they will be unable to compete with online

alternatives. Therefore, it will be key to offer consumers an attractive package combining convenience and
experience. Making an inner city shopping trip is not only about shopping, it is also a social event

associated with fun, leisure and enjoyment. Therefore, keeping in mind that consumers have become
increasingly demanding, inner cities will probably need to re-engineer themselves into places that provide

high quality shops with high quality products in high quality surroundings, with attention for

complementary facilities and amenities. Inner cities that are able to do so may remain successful in
attracting consumers.
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Introduction

1.1

Context

The retail and consumer goods sector is strongly rooted in every day urban life. McMorrow (2002) (see
NRW, 2006) even stated that shops are at the core of every city, and without them there would be no

urbanity. Although this is strongly put, it is clear that shops and cities are strongly intertwined. Inner cities
that work well are bustling places filled with life and excitement, and shops are an important aspect in

achieving this. The city is a place where people shop. The way people shop is changing though and
Internet technology plays an important role in this. Some have predicted the end of the physical shop as

we know it, claiming that online activity will become the new standard (Molenaar, 2010). However, the

scope and speed of a shift from offline to online sales is somewhat uncertain. Predictions of a 10 percent
share for online sales by 2020, compared to a 6 percent share in 2014, seem realistic, but the growth rate
of online shopping appears to be levelling out. Moreover, merely looking at this evolution as being an

online versus offline battle is far too simplistic. The divide between online and offline sales will become

increasingly irrelevant and also harder to measure as physical shops and e-shops will grow more and

more into one integrated, complementary shopping context (NRW, 2006; Weltevreden, 2007).

This is because the rise of online shopping is not a freestanding phenomenon. It must be seen as part of

the growing digitalization of society. This broader context will probably have a much greater impact on

shopping habits than e-commerce in itself. The retail sector is developing from a single channel market to

a multi-channel market, where consumers can look beyond the traditional store. Physical information and

shopping channels are complemented by online and mobile opportunities. Although this evolution will

have, and sometimes already has, a severe impact on some physical shops offering particular goods and

services (the number of for example music stores and travel agencies is declining year after year) brick
and mortar stores will remain strongly represented in the retail landscape. Some products are highly

suited for online sales, while others are clearly not (Perea y Monsuwé, Dellaert, & de Ruyter, 2004). On top
of that most consumers still prefer to shop in an actual shop located within a larger shopping area
(Platform31, 2014).

Still, the way consumers shop is changing and traditional stores and shopping areas need to recognize this
evolution in order to maintain or improve their social relevance. In this context two major trends are
visible. Chain stores are gaining power since they have the means to develop a large on- and offline

presence, but also to conduct intensive research and development leading to marketing innovations.
Smaller retailers on the other hand are anticipating on the concept of the experience economy, in which

the focus has shifted from a shopping process that is as efficient as possible to a shopping process that

offers a unique experience (Pine & Gilmore, 1998). Some believe in the strength of shop ambience to

attract buyers, others see opportunities in retail as a part of mixed-use solutions, but also the return of
true craftsmanship and high quality client service are a fact (Platform31, 2014). So, new and creative

shopping concepts are arising, but in order to offer new formulas that truly appeal to customers and
Rik Verwaest Master Thesis
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match with their changing shopping behavior, it is of the utmost importance to understand how and to
what extent consumers are changing, and already have changed, the way they shop.

As mentioned, retail is an important aspect of every city, or at least of every inner city. For several decades

however urban development policies were nourished by the idea of splitting up living, working and

recreation into different designated areas. Especially during the 1970s and the early 1980s this has drawn
families away from the city centers, which has often resulted in the erosion of existing facilities, including

retail (Platform31, 2014). From the mid-1980s on city marketing has come up in an attempt to counter

this decay (Hospers, 2010), and certainly over the last decade cities are making a comeback. Today, inner
cities are reviving and their success is more and more dependent on having an attractive mix of different

functions. Having all the amenities and facilities you need on your doorstep fits in with the busy lifestyles

of today and addresses growing mobility problems. Also businesses and companies, especially those that
are active in the rapidly growing service and knowledge based economy, are moving back to the cities

(Platform31, 2014). With the growing attractiveness of cities as places to live and work in, the potential

for shops and other (leisure) facilities in terms of growing visitor numbers and sales may be obvious. Still,
more than ever it will be crucial to offer shopping environments that meet the needs of consumers of

today and of tomorrow.

1.2

Research question

As stated above, technology is changing consumer shopping behavior, facing retailers with the challenge
to understand and to reply to those changes. As shopping areas are of significant importance to the

liveliness of a city, their ability to respond to consumers’ needs is important for the attractiveness,
livability and overall quality of inner cities. Therefore we need to understand how and to what extent

consumers are changing their shopping behavior. This research tries to contribute to that aim by looking

at the shopping behavior of those consumers that have changed their inner city shopping behavior as a
result of e-commerce. One of the most significant game changers, due to Internet technology, may be the
fact that consumers have a constant inflow of information at their disposal. Consumers are considered

more informed and therefore more prepared than ever. 79 percent of European consumers go online to
look up product details, availability and pricing. Well over 30 percent of consumers aged between 18 and
34 years, and 25 percent of high income consumers use a smartphone for this (CBRE, 2014).

As such the research objective of this study is to gain insight in the offline shopping behavior of online

shopping adopters in order to understand the impact of online orientation on consumers’ shopping behavior
in inner city shopping areas.
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The research questions are formulated as follows:

Main question
How and to what extent has online orientation changed the shopping behavior of online shopping

adopters in inner city shopping areas?

Sub-questions
1. What is shopping behavior, and which types of behavior can be distinguished?

2. What makes an online shopping adopter and which typologies can be distinguished?
3. How is online orientation defined and which effects can be identified?

1.3

Report structure

This introduction chapter has provided the problem definition and the resulting research objective of this

study. The second chapter will give the theoretical background needed to root this study by providing a
review of existing literature that is relevant to the research goals formulated. Chapter 3 describes the

research design and methodology used, after which the collected data are analyzed in chapter 4 and 5.

Chapter 4 deals with the descriptive statistics, whereas chapter 5 reports on the conducted decision tree

analysis. The report is concluded with a final chapter formulating conclusions and recommendations for
further research.
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2

Literature review

Why do people shop? Why do we enjoy shopping as a recreational activity? These are questions that have
been examined for several decades. The rise of the Internet and the emergence of an online shopping
context have added additional challenges to the existing retail research. The Internet has provided both

consumers and retailers with an array of new possibilities, making it a popular research topic among

academics. Still, it remains unclear how online shopping affects traditional in-store shopping from the
consumers’ point of view. How and to what extent has online shopping altered consumers’ shopping
behavior? This literature review forms the starting point to answer that question.

2.1

Shopping behavior in the offline context

2.1.1

Shopping value

Many researchers and philosophers have contemplated on what the definition of ‘value’ should be,
ranging from an equation to price, a trade-off between product quality and price, to highly subjective

definitions. Babin et al. (1994) however stated that value is not only about acquiring a product. It is the
complete shopping experience that delivers a certain value to customers: shopping value. In general two
types of shopping value can be distinguished: utilitarian shopping value and hedonic shopping value.

Utilitarian shopping value can be obtained by fulfilling a certain consumption need. It is often associated

with an efficient and deliberate purchase. The shopping trip is perceived as a sort of mission that needs to
be accomplished. It can even be considered as work. Therefore, expressions of utilitarian shopping value

include accomplishment or disappointment over the ability or inability to complete a shopping task.
Hedonic value on the other hand is, compared to utilitarian value, more subjective and personal. This type
of value is not obtained by task fulfillment, but is derived from the fun and playful side of the shopping

activity in itself. Babin et al. (1994) suggest that expressions of enjoyment, excitement, captivation,

escapism and spontaneity are fundamental aspects of hedonic shopping value. Shopping value as a whole

is provided by the complete shopping experience. This means that both utilitarian value and hedonic value

need to be included when examining consumers’ shopping behavior. These two dimensions and their
interrelationship can be helpful for understanding whether a customer regards a certain shopping trip as
being work, fun or work that can also be fun (Babin et al., 1994).

Rintamäki, Kanto, Kuusela and Spence (2006) have advocated for an extension of the total customer value

and added the social dimension to the concept. Consumption is then regarded as a means to communicate

and define social roles. Shopping represents a social act where symbolic meanings, social codes,
relationships, and the consumer’s identity and self may be produced and reproduced. It is argued that
many consumers explore products at stores that are just within or even far from their financial

possibilities, but the process of searching for these limits enhances their status and self-esteem, which

both contribute to social value (Rintamäki et al., 2006)
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Diep and Sweeney (2008) also extended the study by Babin et al. (1994) by pointing out that not only

shopping trip value, in essence the definition of shopping value by Babin et al. (1994), but also store and
product value are significant when considering overall shopping trip value. Consumers do not shop

independently from the environment they are in. When shopping, consumers perceive certain values that
are based on their interactions with the store and its products. These can increase or decrease the total
shopping value. Diep and Sweeney (2008) therefore explored the interrelationships between three types

of value: product value, store value, and shopping trip value. In this, product value deals with consumers’

utility towards certain products based on four value dimensions: emotional value, social value, functional
value regarding value for money, and functional value regarding performance. Store value is regarded as
having two dimensions: utilitarian value and hedonic value. Utilitarian store value stems from a store’s

ability to address consumers’ needs in an appropriate and efficient way, whereas hedonic store value
results from a store’s capacity to deliver a fun and exciting environment. It was found that both product
value and store value strongly affect the overall shopping trip value (Diep & Sweeney, 2008).

Davis and Hodges (2012) supported these findings by Diep and Sweeney (2008) by stating that consumer
shopping value contains two different components: shopping trip value (similar to the theory of Babin et

al. (1994)) and in-store shopping value (in line with the addition by Diep and Sweeney (2008)). The

former deals with how well the shopping activity in itself fulfills consumers’ shopping motivations, the
latter deals with the role the physical store plays in fulfilling these motivations. They argue that

distinguishing between these two components of shopping value is an essential step for gaining better
insights in consumer shopping behavior (Davis & Hodges, 2012).

2.1.2

Shopping motivation

In order to understand consumer shopping behavior, researchers have examined the reasons why people

shop. What motivates people to go shopping? Tauber (1972) argued that people are motivated by a range
of psychosocial needs, which go beyond to mere acquisition of a certain product. He suggested that

shopping motivations can be personal or social in nature. Personal motives include role playing, diversion
from daily routine, self-gratification, physical activity, learning about new trends, fashions and
innovations, and sensory stimulation. Social motives include social experience outside the home,

communication with others having similar interests, affiliation with peer groups, obtaining status and

authority, and gaining pleasure from bargaining and negotiation. In other words, consumers will engage in
shopping activities when their need for a certain product is high enough to make a shopping trip and
spent time and money to fulfill that need, or when they are looking for attention, want to meet other

people, have a need to exercise or just want to have a good time (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Davis &

Hodges, 2012). Since Tauber several researchers have come up with similar lists containing general
shopping motivations. The two-faced character of shopping, having both hedonic and utilitarian aspects,
has been repeatedly identified in those lists.
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2.1.3

Hedonic shopping motivations

Arnold and Reynolds (2003) focused on consumers’ hedonic shopping motivations. They identified six

forms of shopping that can be a source of enjoyment: adventure shopping, social shopping, gratification
shopping, idea shopping, role shopping and value shopping. Adventure shopping entails shopping for
stimulation, adventure and a certain feel of escapism. Adventure shopping is all about the pure excitement
experienced during a shopping trip. Social shopping refers to shopping activities that exhibit enjoyment

by shopping with family and friends, and socializing and bonding with others while shopping. Gratification
shopping involves shopping to treat yourself, cheer yourself up or reduce stress. This type of shopping is
about relaxing and forgetting your problems. Idea shopping is shopping as a way to keep up with trends

and new fashions, and to see new products and innovations. This can even mean that for some customers

an ongoing search in itself forms a leisure pursuit, without the particular need to make a purchase. Role

shopping is about the enjoyment shoppers derive from shopping for others. Shopping for family and
friends can feel very rewarding, and finding the perfect gift can fulfill customers with joy and excitement.
Although this seems rather altruistic, this type of behavior is regarded as a part of the social roles people

play in life and acting on them enhances the ego of the customer. The final category, value shopping, deals
with bargain hunting which means it is all about shopping for sales and discounts. The joy customers

derive from finding a good bargain is similar to the feeling of having won a challenge or game (Arnold &

Reynolds, 2003).

Cox, Cox and Anderson (2005) also examined the fun side of shopping. They looked for reasons why

customers enjoy shopping and came up with five source of shopping pleasure: bargain hunting, browsing,
sensory stimulation, being pampered, and the kinesthetic experience. Early research has portrayed

shoppers that are looking for bargains as cool and economic shoppers, in contrast to recreational

shoppers. Cox et al. (2005) however identified bargain hunting as the primary source of shopping
enjoyment. The appeal of bargain hunting crosses different levels of income, age and family structures.

Recreational browsing, or window shopping, also appeared to be a major source of shopping enjoyment.

Browsing fulfills a desire for exploration and seeking new things, but also allows customers to dream
about merchandise they are unable to purchase. Being pampered by salespeople was also found to remain
a source of shopping enjoyment. This is remarkable given the rise of self-service systems in many retail

environments. Especially customers over the age of 65 still attach great importance to high levels of

personal service. Also the sensory stimulation of a physical shopping environment was found to offer a
unique appeal to many customers. Making a shopping trip is an opportunity to go out and experience a
change of scene. The findings of Cox et al. (2005) overall support those of Arnold and Reynolds (2003).
However, they did not find evidence when it comes to socializing as a source of shopping enjoyment. They

refer to shopping as private experience in a public setting, rather than being a social experience. It should
be noted however that these findings originate from the context of the American suburbs (Cox et al.,
2005).
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The mentioned research looking into hedonic shopping motivations has focused primarily on approach

motivations. This means that hedonic consumers are actively approaching fun, stimulation and positive

experiences. A more recent study by Arnolds and Reynolds (2012) however points out that not only
approach motivations but also avoidance motivations have a place in the context of hedonic consumption.

In a sense, they build upon the research of Babin et al. (1994) that already mentioned escapism as a
fundamental aspect of hedonic shopping value. Shopping is regarded as an activity that allows people to

briefly forget their worries and escape from everyday life, and by doing so avoid real life stress and
problems. Therefore avoidance motivations can also trigger hedonic consumption. Consequently hedonic
shopping motivations can not only be induced by the presence of certain positive qualities, but also by the
absence of certain negative elements (Arnold & Reynolds, 2012).
2.1.4

A socio-cultural approach to leisure shopping

Shopping as a leisure-time enjoyment has mainly been examined by using economic and psychological

approaches. In this ‘leisure shoppers’ have been typically regarded as one homogenous group of

consumers. Bäckström (2011) therefore applied a socio-cultural approach to examine further how and
why consumers gain enjoyment from shopping as a leisure activity. The focus is on leisure shopping as

subjectively experienced and the variations in consumers’ ways of experiencing and practicing such
shopping.

Bäckström (2011) found that there were substantial variations in the way consumers experience and
practice shopping as leisure. These variations were not only due to differences between consumers, but

also resulted from contextual differences. However, three overall themes covering leisure shopping
activities were identified. New in this, is the fact that these themes are not considered being three typical
forms of shopping. Each theme covers a range of possibilities in which shopping can be practiced.
Furthermore, the shopping practices that were identified can also be interwoven. The first theme is
‘shopping as hunting’. It deals with shopping as a means to accomplish a certain plan or ambition to look

for and find desirable objects. A second theme is called ‘shopping as scouting’. This theme relates more to

experiential shopping, which has been associated with daydreams, aesthetic enjoyment and stimulation of

senses. Consumers receive enjoyment just by being at the marketplace and experiencing the shops,
products and people. The final theme deals with shopping as socializing. For several consumers social
interaction and the amusement derived from that are the main reason to engage in leisure shopping.

Bäckström (2011) emphasized that the way in which consumers experience and practice leisure shopping
is complex and inherently dynamic. In a changing context consumers may pursue leisure shopping in
different ways, but they may also attribute multiple meanings to leisure shopping in one and the same
situation. Consumers may for instance suddenly shift from being concerned with the experiential values

provided in a store or from socializing with others, to becoming very much involved and focused towards
a certain consumption object. A simplistic view on consumer behavior should therefore be abandoned,

and a shift towards looking at consumer practices as subjectively experienced and lived in a unique
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context should take place. Consequently leisure shopping should not be seen as just one single type of
shopping.

Furthermore, Bäckström (2011) found evidence for the intertwining relationship between the utilitarian
and hedonic aspects of shopping. In the context of shopping as a leisure activity, utilitarian and hedonic

values are combined in an almost paradoxical way. Many consumers find shopping an enjoyable activity

and a form of amusement that provides them considerable pleasure. Still, consumers engaging in leisure

shopping do this in a rather focused and target-oriented fashion. Looking for information and finding
desirable objects remains a major concern. Also, the pleasure obtained from shopping commonly turned
into frustration and disillusionment when consumers fail at accomplishing a purchase objective.

Researchers have traditionally associated leisure shoppers with high interests in pleasant atmospheres

and large varieties of qualitative products and services, but Bäckström (2011) found that convenience and

functional values may also be fundamentally important for consumers engaging in leisure shopping. The
typical contrast between leisure shopping and economic shopping seems to fade and a more dynamic
relation between these types of shopping presents itself (Bäckström, 2011).
2.1.5

Hierarchical theory of shopping motivation

As mentioned, shopping motivation has been an important concept in explaining shopping behavior.

Especially the field of marketing has been concerned with shopping motivation, adopting the concept as a

tool for market segmentation and marketing strategies. Still, scholars have not been able to agree on what

the concept of shopping motivation exactly means. The distinction between task-oriented shopping and

recreational shopping has traditionally received much acclaim, but most researchers do not go beyond

this distinction. Just as Bäckström (2011) also Wagner and Rudolf (2010) attempted to look further than
the traditional two-way vision. Existing literature shows that shopping motivations can be ordered based

on their level of abstraction. Some motivations are fairly abstract, for example, recreation as the basic

reason for undertaking a shopping trip, whereas others are more specific, for example related to an
individual’s preferences concerning the actual retail facilities. Wagner and Rudolf (2010) therefore argued
that reducing motivation to only one level of abstraction is not sufficient to explain the complexity that

underlies motivational processes, and consequently they developed a hierarchical theory of shopping

motivation. Their analytical framework builds upon the conventional ideas of shopping motivation, but a
hierarchical dimension comprising three levels of abstraction is added.

As mentioned before, many scholars have identified two main forms of shopping behavior. The divide is

made based on whether consumers spent time shopping for pleasure or because they simply need certain

things. The distinction of shopping as a form of recreational activity and shopping as a result of an
individual’s need for task-fulfillment has been widely accepted among academics since the 1970s. This has

resulted in different names referring to the same distinction, for example utilitarian versus hedonic

shopping value (Babin et al., 1994) and non-purchase versus instrumental shopping motivation

(Nataraajan & Goff, 1992). When consumers consider shopping as a form of recreation, an activity that in
itself is worthwhile pursuing, they are considered to be driven by recreational shopping motivation. This
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kind of motivation is considered to be rather subjective, depending on what individuals expect to gain

from engaging in a shopping activity, for example a certain emotional or social benefit (Sheth, 1983).

When, on the other hand, a shopping trip is meant to gain functional value, consumers pursue taskfulfillment. Motivations like these typically originate from the current need for a certain product which is

turned into activated consumption (Sheth, Newman, & Gross, 1991). This typical distinction between taskfulfillment and recreation is also adopted in the framework of Wagner and Rudolph, but is regarded as one
of two dimensions of shopping motivation, the generic dimension (Wagner & Rudolph, 2010).

The additional hierarchical dimension contains three hierarchical levels of shopping motivation, ranging

from rather abstract to more specific: the purpose-specific level, the activity-specific level and the

demand-specific level. The purpose-specific shopping motivation, which is the most abstract, is defined as

the overall underlying objective of a shopping trip. The general reason why someone is undertaking a

shopping trip may be for recreational reasons or be based on task-fulfillment. This abstract level deals

with the traditional two-faced idea of shopping motivation. Activity-specific shopping motivation is

defined by what consumers actually want to do during their shopping trip. It is based on consumers’
activity goals or desired behaviors. The motivations identified on this level are: efficiency shopping,
sensory stimulation, inspiration, gratification, gift shopping, socialization and bargain hunting. Demandspecific shopping motivation deals with consumers’ specific expectations of the actual retail facilities they

encounter during a shopping trip, and which store characteristics are considered to be important. This
operational level identifies the following motivations: service convenience, store atmosphere, assortment
innovation, assortment uniqueness, personnel friendliness, and prices. On this level, a single shopping

motivation can exhibit both task-related and recreational qualities. The three hierarchical levels of
abstraction (purpose-specific, activity-specific, and demand-specific) are causally interrelated. It was

found that purpose-specific shopping motivation predicts activity-specific motivation, which, in turn,

determines demand specific motivation (Wagner & Rudolph, 2010).

2.2

Shopping behavior in the online context

2.2.1

What drives consumers to shop online?

Year after year more and more consumers find their way to the Internet as a shopping medium. What

drives these consumers to engage in online shopping? Perea y Monsuwé, Dellaert and de Ruyter (2004)

have built a framework (based on previous research) to structure the different factors that influence
consumers’ attitudes and intentions to shop online. They define online shopping as ‘the use of online
stores by consumers up until the transactional stage of purchasing and logistics’. Perea y Monsuwé et al.

(2004) build on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) developed by Davis (1989), which was

originally developed to gain insight in technology adaptation in the work environment, but is adapted
here to be applicable in the context of online shopping.
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TAM is based on the idea that whether or not a consumer feels inclined to adopt a new technology, is
largely determined by the consumer’s attitude towards this technology. Perea y Monsuwé et al. (2004)
define three basic elements that determine an individual’s attitude towards online shopping which in turn

affect the intention to shop online: usefulness, ease of use and enjoyment. Usefulness deals with the
consumer’s belief that online shopping is useful in the sense of increased productivity or performance.
This means consumers regard online shopping as a means to improve their shopping experience.
Usefulness has a rather weak direct influence on attitude, but a strong direct influence on consumers’

intention to shop online. The idea is that consumers, although not fond of a certain technology, will still

find their way to this technology simply because they feel it is useful to them. The second component, ease
of use, refers to the actual use of the Internet as a shopping channel and the effortlessness that goes with

it. Ease of use has a direct impact on consumers’ attitude and, through attitude, an indirect impact on the

intention to shop online. Looking at behavioral decision making, consumers try to minimize the effort

associated with their actions. This means that consumers will be more inclined to shop online if they

consider it to be easy and effortless. Both usefulness and ease of use are utilitarian inputs, the latter

referring to the easiness of the Internet as a shopping channel, the former to the effectiveness of eshopping (Perea y Monsuwé et al., 2004).

Enjoyment adds a hedonic aspect to the utilitarian aspects of usefulness and ease of use. This third
component deals with the experience of online shopping in itself, regardless of the results. A high level of

enjoyment is reached when the online shopping experience is considered pleasant, fun and playful. Perea
y Monsuwé et al. (2004) identify three dimensions of enjoyment: escapism (the capacity to escape from

everyday worries), pleasure (the level of happiness and satisfaction that is derived from online shopping)

and arousal (the level of stimulation and activation offered by the shopping experience). Enjoyment
results in a more positive attitude towards online shopping and therefore leads to a higher degree of
online shopping adoption. It is important to stress that both utilitarian as hedonic aspects affect

consumers’ attitudes towards and motivations to engage in online shopping. Both are important to
capture the concept of shopping motivation, in general and in the context of online shopping.

Also consumer traits, including demographical and personal characteristics, have an effect on consumers’
attitudes towards online shopping. Every consumer is different. Consumers with higher education levels,

higher household incomes, and younger and male consumers are less reluctant to use the Internet as a
shopping medium. Apart from consumer traits, also some situational factors are included in the model.
Time pressure, a lack of mobility, geographical distance, need for special items, and the attractiveness of
alternatives are all considered to affect the relationship between consumers’ attitudes towards online

shopping and their intention to shop online. It has to be mentioned that not every product is perceived
suitable to buy on the Internet. Products that are familiar to consumers, those that do not need testing or
quality checks, and those that can be bought without personal assistance will much easier be purchased
via the Internet. Finally, also the level of trust consumers attribute to internet shopping, which on it its

own is strongly related to previous online shopping experiences, influences the relationship between
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consumers’ attitudes towards online shopping and their intention to shop online (Perea y Monsuwé et al.,
2004).

Soopramanien and Robertson (2007) extended the previous research that focuses on the adoption of the

Internet as a shopping channel. They emphasize the importance of going beyond the online shopping

adoption decision and claim one should differentiate between the adoption and the usage of online
shopping. Therefore they identify three groups of Internet users: buyers, browsers, and non-internet

shoppers. Buyers and browsers are, in contrast to non-internet shoppers, both adopters of online
shopping, but they use the Internet differently. Buyers actually use the Internet to purchase goods,

whereas browsers seek information online and subsequently buy in-store. Buyers and browsers have

different needs and therefore behave differently in the online shopping context. Differentiating between
usage patterns, in addition to the question whether or not a consumer adopts the Internet as an online
shopping channel, is of importance when segmenting (potential) online shoppers. One example deals with

looking for information about the store location. This information is of key importance for browsers, but is
often irrelevant for buyers since they will make their acquisitions online (Soopramanien & Robertson,

2007).
2.2.2

Utilitarian versus hedonic value

There are still many questions about the differences between shopping motivations in the online context

and shopping motivations in the conventional physical shopping environment. Whereas researchers

studying the physical shopping environment have focused on both utilitarian and hedonic aspects of

shopping motivations (Babin et al., 1994), most studies concerned with online shopping motivations have
focused on utilitarian motivations. When the Internet emerged as a new shopping medium, the online
shopping environment was considered to offer a very efficient way of shopping, including convenience

and time savings. Internet shopping is regarded as a rational shopping experience: shopping with a

mission. Some scholars however have emphasized that the hedonic aspect of online shopping cannot be
simply dismissed and have subjected non-functional consumer motivations to research as well. Scarpi
(2012) found support for the existence of both and highlighted that neither utilitarian nor hedonic

consumers should be neglected. She states that utilitarian motivations are strongly related to online

shopping, but also that hedonic consumers may be more profitable to retailers as a result of stronger
intentions to revisit websites and by purchasing a higher number of products (Scarpi, 2012).

To et al. (2007) explored how different values, both utilitarian and hedonic, influence consumers’ search

intentions and purchase intentions. They found evidence that online shoppers may not be so different
from offline shoppers in the sense that internet shoppers also exhibit both utilitarian and hedonic

shopping motivations. Apart from receiving product value, they also experience a certain level of
enjoyment during the online shopping process. Utilitarian values, in particular convenience, cost saving,

information availability, and selection, influence utilitarian motivation to shop online. Hedonic values,
mainly the sense of adventure and exploration and the sense of control and authority, drive hedonic
motivation.
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Although the hedonic aspect should not be neglected, To et al. (2007) admit that it is utilitarian motivation

that has a greater impact on search and purchase intentions, compared to hedonic motivation. Online
shopping is not able to provide the same sensational stimulation and physical social interaction as the

physical shopping environment. Only limited levels of enjoyment are generated by the online
environment. The hedonic motivation results in less purchase intention compared to utilitarian
motivation. However, when an online shopping environment succeeds in offering an interesting

experience, the mild hedonic motivation is triggered and impulsive shopping behavior is enhanced. This
means that although hedonic motivation seems to have a limited impact on shopping intention, it can

generate hasty and unplanned purchases, in other words impulsive shopping. Concerning the social aspect
of shopping no evidence was found that online shopping provides consumers with social interaction.

Shoppers in the research of To et al. (2007) did not regard the Internet as a source of socialization. Online
communities and forums seem to be unable to convince consumers of their added value for socialization.

Some other notable findings that in a sense limit the power of the Internet as a shopping channel are
concerned with trend watching and bargain hunting. Although the Internet provides a vast amount if

products, many consumers presume that these products are rather common. Those seeking the latest

trends do not seem to find the value they are after. Bargain hunting has been identified as a highly
valuable motivation in previous research (Cox et al. 2005), but the pleasant sensations that have been
associated with it are, again, hard to provide by online shopping environments (To et al., 2007).

Childers, Carr, Peck and Carson (2001) also argued that consumer motivations to engage in online
shopping contained both utilitarian and hedonic dimensions. Their research, based on TAM, foresaw great

opportunities for the Internet as a shopping medium offering a great shopping experience. This idea was
based on the growing importance of the Internet as a provider of entertainment. The opportunities

seemed endless. Compared to To et al. (2007), Childers et al. (2001) attributed greater importance to the
hedonic side claiming that the hedonic aspects of the online shopping experience are as important as the

utilitarian aspects. According to them, those claiming that online shopping is a cold, rational form of
shopping miss out on some great opportunities, especially for those products that have strong hedonic

attributes. Childers et al. (2001) identified a new aspect of new media, the flexibility in navigation, as a

new source of enjoyment. They emphasized the growing opportunities within Internet technology to build
a truly enjoyable retail environment that offers virtual entertainment and a great experience. Still, ease of

use and usefulness also remain strong predictors and the importance of hedonic aspects will greatly differ
across contexts. Consumers’ attitudes, expectations, and preferences for interactive shopping may differ

depending on whether they find themselves in a virtual or a physical retail environment, even for identical

products. What is interesting is that Childers et al. (2001) suggested that consumers may expect to find
more enjoyment in interactive environments than they would when shopping in physical environments.
2.2.3

Hedonic Motivation in the online shopping context

The research of Kim and Eastin (2011) focused specifically on hedonic shopping motivation in the online

context, something they consider to be a consumer’s trait. They looked at the influence of hedonic
shopping motivation on online shopping behavior, and more precisely on exploratory information
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seeking, impulse buying, pre-purchase online communication, and post-purchase online communication,

and how these behaviors are interrelated.

Consumers show different shopping behavior depending on their shopping motivation. Utilitarian

consumers generally have a certain goal. They will search for the relevant information about the product

or brand that has their interest. Hedonic consumers on the other hand enjoy the act of shopping itself, and

will browse along websites in a similar fashion compared to shopping in a physical shopping environment.
Since they are looking for shopping stimulations, this category of online shoppers will be more easily

tempted to frequently visit websites and they will stick around for a longer period of time (Kim & Eastin,

2011). Researchers have also found that hedonic consumers are more likely to engage in impulse buying

(Babin et al. 1994, Arnold and Reynolds 2003) which is also supported by the findings of To et al. (2007).
In comparison to the traditional shopping environment, the Internet is not constrained by opening hours,

distance to the shops, or product availability. This makes an online environment more accessible for
impulsive buyers to make unplanned and spontaneous purchases. Arnold and Reynolds (2003) found that

also social shopping was an important category of hedonic shopping. In the physical shopping
environment social value is obtained by spending time with family and friends, interacting with other
shoppers, and communicating with sales people. In the online context, the situation is completely
different. Therefore it is interesting to look further into the relationship between hedonic shopping

motivation and pre-purchase and post-purchase online communication, to understand how the desire of

hedonic consumers to socialize is translated to the online context (Kim & Eastin, 2011).

Kim and Eastin (2011) Found that hedonic shopping motivation drives exploratory information seeking,
and also influences impulse buying. However, no evidence was found that exploratory information

seeking has a direct influence on impulse buying. Thus, although consumers explore websites and by

doing so expose themselves to vast amounts of shopping offers, they are not induced to buy impulsively.

Looking at the social and communication aspect of shopping motivation in the online context, consumers

seem inclined to collect information before buying if they trust the sources. This suggests that prepurchase online communication is affected by the perceived credibility of product information. Credible

consumer-generated product information or individual’s perceived credibility of such information also
influences purchase-related decisions. Furthermore, if consumers find such content helpful, they should

be inclined to share this information. Simply, the more interested consumers are in other consumers’
opinions and experiences, the more likely they are to share their own purchase experiences. What is
remarkable is that hedonic consumers neither consulted nor later contributed to blogs for consumergenerated online product reviews and product information, content distributor websites, or social
network sites. That is, one’s hedonic shopping motivation was not a good predictor of one’s pre- or post-

purchase online communication behavior. The online shopping environment fails to provide a source of

socialization. This is in contrast to the offline context where the social aspect has been proven to be an
important part of hedonic shopping motivation. In that sense, Kim and Eastin (2011) support the findings
of To et al. (2007).
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2.2.4

Online shopper typologies

Rohm and Swaminathan (2004) have extended consumer categorizations to the online context and came
up with an e-shopper typology. Based on motivation for shopping online, measured by shopping

convenience, information seeking, immediate possession, social interaction, retail shopping experience,

and variety seeking, they identified four types of e-shoppers: the convenience shopper, the variety seeker,
the balanced buyer, and the store-oriented shopper. The convenience shopper is the most motivated, in

comparison to the other typologies, by the idea that online shopping is convenient. This type of shoppers
is less attracted to a physical shopping environment and some of its advantages like immediate possession

and social interaction. The variety seeker is mostly motivated by variety seeking across retail alternatives

and product types and brands. This shopper is only moderately motivated by online shopping
convenience. The balanced buyer is, as the name suggests, balanced in terms of motivation by

convenience, planning shopping trips and seeking information. The store-oriented shopper is not really

tempted by online shopping convenience, since he is particularly drawn to the physical shopping

environment and its advantages like immediate possession and social interaction. The convenience
shopper is the one who is most attracted by online shopping convenience, but also the variety seeker and

balanced buyer may be relatively active in the online context. Previous studies also identified convenience
as a prime reason to shop online. Therefore, Rohm and Swaminathan (2004) believe it is mainly the group

of convenience shoppers that form a key factor in the growth of online shopping (Rohm & Swaminathan,
2004).

The work of Rohm and Swaminathan (2004) fits in with research that suggest that consumers who shop

online behave differently compared to those who shop offline. However, joining the ideas of To et al.
(2007), Ganesh, Reynolds, Luckett and Pomirleanu (2010) have argued that online shoppers may not be

that different from traditional offline shoppers. Moreover, Ganesh et al. (2010) state that the similarities
between the two groups outweigh the differences. Based on online shopping motivations they identified

seven shopper subgroups: interactive shoppers, destination shoppers, apathetic shoppers, e-window

shoppers, basic shoppers, bargain seekers, and shopping enthusiasts. In addition six subgroups were

identified based on consumers’ ratings concerning e-store attributes. These six subgroups are: destination

shoppers, basic shoppers, risk-averse shoppers, apathetic shoppers, shopping enthusiasts, and bargain

seekers. The subgroups based on online shopping motivation and those based on e-store attributes have
five typologies in common (apathetic shoppers, basic shoppers, bargain seekers, destination shoppers,

and shopping enthusiasts). These typologies also show great similarities with traditional shopper
typologies that have been identified in previous research. The first of them is the apathetic shopper who is
identified as rather indifferent towards shopping, and therefore forms the counterpart of the shopping

enthusiast who can be regarded as a textbook recreational shopper. Destination shoppers on the other

hand are motivated to keep up with trends and are attracted by merchandise variety and the

attractiveness of (e-)shops. The basic shoppers are viewed as task oriented shoppers who are mainly

driven by convenience. The bargain seekers are those shoppers that are most price-oriented and find

satisfaction in bargain hunting. The three remaining shopper typologies identified by Ganesh et al. (2010),
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interactive shoppers, e-window shoppers, and risk-averse shoppers, were found to be unique to the online

context. The interactive shoppers are characterized by a high level of individualism and attach great

importance to personalized services and online bidding possibilities. The e-window shoppers are all about
stimulation, which translates in wandering around websites and visiting those they find attractive and

interesting. The risk-averse shoppers are the most skeptical consumers and security issues drive their
preference for physical stores over their online counterparts (Ganseh, Reynolds, Luckett, & Pomirleanu,
2010).

Ganesh et al. (2010) address the importance of looking beyond the aspects that differentiate online
shoppers from traditional shoppers. Since they have more in common than they differ, a great deal of

attention should be paid to their similarities. The fact that they were able to identify shopping typologies,

based on shopping motivation as well as store attributes, that are similar in both the online as the offline

context Ganesh et al. (2010) conclude that the dimensions of these typologies are the core factors
impacting shopping behavior, independently of the shopping format.

2.3

Online versus offline - substitution or generation?

Looking at the overall relationship between online shopping and in-store shopping, relevant research has
been conducted in the field of transportation. Looking at the possible impact of telecommunication on

travel, which may also include physical shopping trips, Mokhtarian (2002) identified four concepts:

substitution, modification, complementarity, and neutrality. Weltevreden (2007) adopted these to define

four possible relationships between online shopping and in-store shopping. Substitution has often been

named the obvious relationship, motivated by the belief that e-commerce may have the potential to make

physical stores redundant and ultimately replace them. Substitution however appears to be highly

dependent on the type of product, since some products are considered to be more suitable for online sales
than others (Perea y Monsuwé et al., 2004). Modification is a more moderate concept. It means that,

instead of simply replacing physical shopping trips, online shopping may alter these trips. A typical
example within transport and travel research deals with the case where consumers end up making

shorter in-store shopping trips because they were able to inform themselves better in advance thanks to

online searching possibilities. A third concept is complementarity, which can be subdivided in generation

and efficiency. Generation happens when online shopping generates additional physical shopping trips

that otherwise would not have occured. Efficiency is the case when physical shopping trips complement

online shopping and by doing so increase efficiency, for example online shops that enable their customers

to pick up and pay for the products they purchased online in a physical store. The fourth and final concept
states that there is no effect at all. An online shopping activity does not always replace, change or generate

a physical shopping trip. Therefore, also neutrality should also be taken into account when considering the
possible impact of e-commerce on in-store shopping (Weltevreden, 2007).

Several researchers have used the concepts defined by Mokhtarian (2002) as a starting point and tried to

find out which of them is the most prevalent. Mokhtarian (2004) herself expressed the belief that the

relationship between online shopping and in-store shopping will not end in complete domination of one
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over the other. Rather, she argued that both forms of shopping will remain common practice and will
develop a relationship of competition and complementarity at the same time. Weltevreden (2007)

supported this vision after exploring the impact of e-commerce on shopping in Dutch city centers.

Although some retail categories have been and will be facing substantial substitution of in-store sales in
the long run, in many cases the impact has been rather limited so far. The fact that the Internet is more

and more frequently used as a source of information to prepare in-store purchases, but also the reversed

case where online purchases are preceded by in-store viewing, is considered to be of much greater

importance. In that respect Weltevreden (2007) argues that complementarity is the most prevalent

relationship between online shopping and in-store shopping.

Farag, Krizek and Dijst (2006) also supported the theory of Mokhtarian (2004) and the findings of

Weltevreden (2007) that in many cases complementarity is the predominant relationship between online
shopping and in-store shopping. They found that if people frequently buy online, also the frequency of

their physical shopping trips increases. It is argued that online buyers simply like to shop, independently

of the online-versus-offline context. Because the causality between online and offline shopping is hard to

determine, this theory can also be reversed: people who frequently buy in-store may also be more inclined

to shop online. Furthermore, the findings of Farag et al. (2006) show that, however substitution cannot be

ruled out completely, the chances of in-store shopping being largely substituted for online shopping are
almost nonexistent. Modification on the other hand remains, apart from complementarity, a relevant

concept according to Farag et al. (2006). They found that the average duration of physical shopping trips
is reduced when people frequently shop online. In their view the reason for this lies within the number of

physical shopping trips online shoppers make. Since they make more shopping trips, they do not need to

spend as much time per visit as people who rarely visit the shops, which results in relatively shorter
shopping trips.

As mentioned before, many consumers use the Internet as an information source to prepare a shopping
trip (Weltevreden, 2007). Following up on that phenomenon Farag, Schwanen, Dijst and Faber (2007)

have differentiated between searchers and buyers. Looking into the relationship between online

searching, online buying and physical shopping trips, they found that also people who frequently search

online make more shopping trips, which in turn has a positive influence on online buying. Again, online
and offline shopping appear to primarily complement each other. Frequent in-store shoppers are frequent

online shoppers and vice-versa. Regarding shopping trip duration, the same results were found for online

searchers as for online buyers. Online searchers make shorter shopping trips because they make more of

them. Overall Farag et al. (2007) suggest that the typical battle of substitution versus generation is

outdated. The relationship between online shopping and in-store shopping is more complex. As discussed

earlier, the choices that consumers make when deciding whether to shop online or offline depend on

many different aspects, including consumers’ shopping motivations. Farag et al. (2007) conclude that in
the end people who enjoy in-store shopping probably also like to shop online. In that sense, their findings

are in line with those of Ganseh et al. (2010) who argued that online shoppers are not that different from
traditional offline shoppers.
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2.4

Conclusion

Within in the context of shopping behavior, shopping value remains a valuable concept. It deals with the

value that consumers may gain from engaging in shopping activities. Still, some disagreement remains on
what the exact definition of shopping value should be, and which dimensions should be included in that
definition in order to capture the complete shopping experience. Some have advocated for the adoption of

a social dimension (Rintamäki et al., 2006), others have stressed the importance of the actual store and its

products (Diep & Sweeney, 2008; Davis & Hodges, 2012). A point on which agreement does exist since the
research of Babin et al. (2004) is the central role of utilitarian shopping value and hedonic shopping value.

These concepts, and especially their interrelationship, have been adopted by many and are regarded as
highly significant to understand how consumers regard the shopping trips they undertake.

The existence of utilitarian and hedonic value also forms an important starting point when looking at

shopping motivations. Why do people shop? What motivates people to go shopping? Over the years
several lists of shopping motivations have been presented, often with quite similar definitions or

categories. In these lists the two-faced character of shopping, having both utilitarian and hedonic aspects,
is definitely a recurring topic. Hedonic shopping, or leisure shopping, has been extensively researched,

especially in the context of traditional in-store shopping. The fun side of shopping and shopping as a
source of enjoyment form the subject of research conducted to answer the question why consumers

receive pleasure from shopping activities. Caution is needed however since it is tempting, especially for
marketers, to fall into far reaching categorization and overdone segmentation. Bäckström (2011) has

emphasized this by stating that leisure shopping cannot be viewed as just one type of shopping. The
leisure shopper as such does not exist. Both utilitarian and hedonic aspects are key elements in explaining
shopping behavior. Moreover, their interrelationship is dynamic in nature. Apart from this dynamic

relationship between utilitarian and hedonic aspects, it is important to understand the hierarchical

structure of shopping motivations when looking into shopping behavior (Wagner & Rudolph, 2010). Not

only overall objectives, but also the activities consumers are aiming to engage in during a shopping trip,

and even very concrete elements like consumer specific expectations about the retail environment
contribute to the overall shopping motivation. Motivational processes are too complex to reduce them to
simple typologies or one level of abstraction.

With the emergence of the Internet as a shopping channel, research has, in a tradition of segmentation,
again tried to differentiate. This time between in-store shoppers and online shoppers. The starting point

for this approach stems from the traditional view on Internet shopping as being very rational. Online

shopping is shopping with a mission. Therefore early research has often focused almost exclusively on
utilitarian motivations. However, also in the context of online shopping both utilitarian and hedonic
aspects have been identified and none of both can simply be dismissed (Scarpi, 2012). It has to be said that

online shopping still provides more utilitarian value than hedonic value, and that the physical shopping
environment remains superior when it comes to offering a pleasant and enjoyable experience or

socialization possibilities. The crucial point however is that the situation in not black and white. It is not a
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case of in-store shoppers versus online shoppers. Moreover, it is shown that the similarities between

online shoppers and in-store shoppers outweigh the differences. Both types of shoppers may not be that

different after all (To et al., 2007; Ganesh et al., 2010). Therefore, the relationship between online
shopping and in-store shopping as retail alternatives is more complex than a simplistic view of

substitution versus generation. The choices consumers make when deciding whether to shop online or in-

store, and their motivations to do so depend on many different and interrelated aspects. The prevailing

relationship between online shopping and in-store shopping is one of complementarity. In that sense, it is
argued that in general people who like to shop online also like to shop in-store and people who like to
shop in-store also like to shop online.

The research on shopping behavior that has been reviewed here, reveals two interesting phenomena. On
the one hand, every newly conducted study seems to add more complexity to the question of how to
explain and understand shopping behavior. A traditionally grown tendency to differentiate in order to

understand is being countered by theories emphasizing the importance of the interrelationships between
different value dimensions, between utilitarian and hedonic motivations, and between online and offline
shopping environments. On the other hand, the growing understanding and growing complexity that goes

with it, have also led to a rather evident but at the same time striking opinion: people who enjoy shopping

enjoy shopping, regardless of the shopping context (whether it is online or offline). In a sense it seems that
we know a lot, but also very little at the same time about the shopping behaviors of today’s consumers.

The existing literature lacks understanding of how consumers have adapted to a new way of shopping that
may include both traditional and more advanced shopping possibilities. It is clear that the Internet has
changed people’s lives and therefore also the way people shop, but it is not clear how and to what extent it

really has. Therefore it would be interesting to look at those consumers that actually have changed their

shopping behavior as a result of online possibilities. Has it really changed our view on shopping, our
expectations of physical shopping environments, and our behavior in inner city shopping areas?
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3

Research design and methodology

3.1

Research goals

The research objective of this study was earlier formulated as follows: gaining insight in the offline
shopping behavior of online shopping adopters in order to understand the impact of online shopping

orientation on consumers’ shopping behavior in inner city shopping areas. The literature review
underwrites the validity of this aim, since the existing literature lacks understanding of the true impact of

online possibilities on consumers’ inner city shopping behavior. Undeniably there is an impact, but it
remains rather unclear how and to what extent this impact has manifested itself. What makes an inner city
shopping trip today different from one in the past? And how important is the role of Internet technology in

this? In the substitution versus complementarity debate Weltevreden (2007) has indicated that it would

be interesting to focus on those consumers that have altered their shopping behavior in order to better
understand the influence of online shopping activity on traditional shopping habits. That suggestion is

adopted here, as this study aims to identify the behavioral changes that have taken place and pinpoint the
crucial elements that are driving those changes.

It is important to define the scope of shopping behavior regarding this particular study. The main focus
here is on frequency and duration, with attention for the inner city shopping trip in general, as well as

shop and facility visits. Also the number of shops visited and the number of in-store purchases are

included. The research area comprises all Dutch inner cities, meaning it targets consumers that shop in

Dutch inner cities. As formulated in the research objective the focus is also on online shopping adopters.
Therefore, the target group consists of consumers that not only regularly undertake shopping trips to

Dutch inner cities, but are also active online when it comes to shopping, orientation or preparation. We

want to know how their inner city visits look like, in what way they are active online, and moreover how
this online activity has affected their inner city shopping behavior.

3.2

Data collection

In order to obtain the information needed a questionnaire is constructed. During the second half of August
2015, this questionnaire is presented to the consumer panel of Q&A Research and Consultancy, an agency

specialized in consumer market research. The panel is presumed to be representative for the Dutch
shopping population and members participate in online surveys on a regular basis. The questionnaire
itself consists of five subsequent components, which are discussed below.

Since the participants in the Q&A panel regularly take part in surveys about consumer behavior, it is

reasonable to assume that they have a healthy interest in the subject. Therefore, the first part of the
questionnaire is about capturing that interest and involving the participants. How often do they shop in

inner cities? How often do they shop online? And what about orientating themselves online? These
elements set the scene, but also determine whether a certain respondent meets the selection criteria to
make it to the target group.
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The second part of the questionnaire is about determining what a typical visit to a Dutch inner city looks
like. To support the respondents in providing valid answers, they are asked to remember one of their

recent inner city visits. By means of a set of multiple choice questions several aspects of these visits are
identified, including basic data about the visit, reasons for undertaking the trip, as well as reasons for
choosing a certain inner city over another. Further, also the activities respondents engaged in during their

inner city visits are addressed. These include shopping, but also visiting bars and restaurant, leisure
facilities and other amenities.

Apart from general consumer behavior, this study also looks into the specific cases of fashion stores,
department stores, and bars and restaurants. Respondents who visited one of these three typologies are
presented with some additional, typology specific, questions. All respondents that make the target group
are online shopping adopters (which is assessed in the first part of the questionnaire), but in the third

section also online browsing activity in the specific cases of fashion stores, department stores and bars

and restaurant is evaluated. This way a complete image of respondents’ online shopping activities is
formed, including our specific interest in the orientation aspect.

In the fourth part of the questionnaire the connection between online activity and inner city consumer

behavior is made. In that sense, this section forms the core of the questionnaire. On the basis of multiple

choice questions the behavioral changes consumers have experienced since the moment they started to
orientate themselves online are mapped out. Some questions are formulated in a more-versus-less format.
For example, respondents are asked whether they have the impression that they are visiting more shops

now, fewer shops now, or that there is no difference. Other questions consider respondents’ level of
agreement (on a 5-pint Likert scale) with a set of statements about changed shopping perceptions and
expectations when making an inner city visit. Thus, data is collected based on the personal beliefs and

perceptions of consumers. Again, both the general situation as the typology specific situations (with a
focus on fashion stores, department stores and bars and restaurants) are assessed.

Finally, questions dealing with several demographic and psychographic aspects are included in the
questionnaire. It is to be expected that these aspects may play a significant role in changed or changing

consumer behavior. These questions are more straightforward and easier to answer, and are therefore
kept to the end (to reduce the effect of respondent fatigue). Apart from the sequence of the different

sections and questions, the questionnaire as a whole is tested for clarity, completeness and
comprehensibility. The complete questionnaire is available in appendix 1.

3.3

Plan of analysis

3.3.1

Decision tree analysis

In order to examine which elements drive certain behavioral changes decision tree analysis is applied.

Decision tree analysis allows for examining whether relationships exist between a dependent variable, for
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example whether consumers visit more or fewer shops, and one or more independent variables, such as
online shopping activity, level of education or gender. It is a technique that provides insight in how
variables relate to each other and at the same time indicates the relative importance of the independent
variables in explaining the dependent variable.

With decision tree analysis the input information is presented in a tree-based classification model. In this,
cases are assigned to different groups or segments. Another way of looking at the technique is that the

values of the dependent variable are predicted based on the values of independent variables. Therefore,

independent variables are also called predictor variables and dependent variables are also known as
target variables. Decision tree analysis is widely applicable. The technique can be used in segmentation

studies which identify people as likely members of a specific group or segment, but it can also be used for

stratification where cases are assigned to different categories of one particular characteristic, for example

allocating them to high-, medium-, and low-risk groups. Further, decision trees are also suited to make

predictions. Based on the input information prediction rules are created and used to predict the likelihood
of future events. Finally, the procedure allows for data reduction and merging categories (IBM, 2010). In

this study the segmentation possibilities of decision tree analysis are applied in order to gain more insight
in which predictor variables play a significant role in explaining the target variable.

The starting point of every decision tree is the root, which represents the dependent variable or target
variable. The root is the starting node that contains all cases. In a stepwise manner this node is split out in

different nodes, which in turn can also be split in the next level of nodes. This results in a tree-like
structure with nodes leaving and entering a certain decision path. Every node has exactly one entering

path and every path from the root to a single node is unique (Arentze, Hofman, van Mourik, Timmermans,
& Wets, 2000). So, in terms of this study every decision tree starts off with a node that represents the

dependent variable and contains every consumer in the sample. Then the procedure identifies the
independent variable that discriminates the best among all consumers, taking the dependent variable into

account. Based on the values for this independent variable the starting group of consumers is split in a
number of subgroups or segments. In a next step, each of these subgroups is split again according to the
independent variables that discriminate each of these subgroups the best. This procedure continues until

further splitting is no longer significant, or when the specified minimum of node members is reached. The
nodes that cannot be split further are the terminal nodes (McCarty & Hastak, 2007).

For building decision trees several growing methods are available. Here, the Chi-squared Automatic

Interaction Detection or CHAID algorithm is used, which is an exploratory and descriptive statistical
method for the segmentation of data that was presented by Kass in 1980 (Arentze et al., 2010; Legohérel,
Hsu, & Daucé, 2015). CHAID is found very useful to deal with demographic or behavioral data (Chung, Oh,

Kim, & Han, 2004), which makes the technique highly suitable for this study. The algorithm looks for the
independent variables that have the strongest relationship with the dependent variable. It does so step by

step, by searching for the best partition for every possible predictor, then comparing the predictors and

finally selecting the best one. Categories within the independent variables that are not significantly
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different regarding the dependent variable are merged. Based on the chosen independent variable the

data are divided into different groups. These groups are then analyzed again, independently of each other,
in order to construct the next level of subgroups. The segments produced by CHAID are mutually exclusive

and exhaustive. This means that none of the segments will overlap and every object is attributed to one

segment only (looking at the different stages of the decision tree separately) (IBM, 2010, Legohérel, Hsu, &
Daucé, 2015).

The underlying procedure is that the root is split into two or more nodes, which are then split up further
keeping in mind the independent variable that best discriminates the dependent variable. To find the most

suitable independent variable Chi-square tests are performed and the predictor with the lowest p-value is

selected (Legohérel, Hsu, & Daucé, 2015). Two different Chi-square statistics can be used: the Pearson

statistic Pearson's chi-squared test and the Likelihood ratio test. The latter takes longer to calculate, but is

used here since it is more robust than the Pearson test (IBM, 2010). The performance of a generated

decision tree can be reviewed based on the percentage of correctly predicted answers for the dependent

variable. A higher percentage of correctly predicted answers means a stronger performance and
represents a higher explanatory power. Therefore, it is desirable to pursue a high percentage of correctly
predicted answers.
3.3.2

Factor analysis

A second method of analysis that is used in this study is factor analysis which is a multivariate method

suited for data reduction. The aim of the method is to reduce the number of variables by substituting a

larger set of variables with a smaller number of variables, without losing valuable information. The new
variables that are formed as a result of factor analysis are named factors. These factors are in a sense

underlying constructs that are difficult or impossible to measure in one variable. A factor analysis is only
successful if a significant data reduction can be achieved. Therefore, the input variables have to correlate

at some level. Otherwise, the number of factors will not be much lower than the number of original
variables (Cornish, 2007; Meulman & Heiser, 2012).

Algebraically factor analysis can be explained as follows. When a set of p variables X1, X2, …, Xp is used for
evaluating a data sample of n cases, it is possible to model these variables as linear combinations of m

potential factors F1, F2, …, Fm (with m being smaller than p):

Xi = ai1F1 + ai2F2 + … + aimFm + ei
The ai’s in this equation are the factor loadings for the variable Xi and measure how much every factor is

related to Xi. The error component ei represents the part of variable Xi that cannot be explained by the

factors. The first step in factor analysis is to calculate these factor loadings. Different methods are
available for doing so. Here, the principal component method is used, which looks for a set of factors that
can account for the total variability in the original variables (Cornish, 2007).
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When the factor loadings are determined, the factors are rotated to find solutions that are clearer to
understand compared to the initial factors. When performing factor analysis it is assumed that significant

correlations exist between different variables. Thus, one could say that different clusters can be identified.
Rotation is done in a way that the variables in such a cluster score high on one particular factor and at the

same time score zero or close to zero on the other factors. The strictness of this formulation is subject to
debate however. The actual goal is always to achieve a simple structure which simplifies the task of
interpreting the factors. Therefore it is recommended to state that rotation aims to find a solution in
which all variables score as high as possible on one or a few factors and as low as possible on the others
(Cornish, 2007; Brown, 2009).

Two types of rotation exist: orthogonal and oblique. The main difference is that orthogonal rotation
assumes that the resulting factors remain uncorrelated, while oblique rotation assumes that the factors

are correlated. For both types of rotation different methods are available. The advantage of orthogonal

rotation is that it is easier to interpret. Oblique rotation on the other hand, which keeps in mind possible
correlations between factors, will provide a more solid solution if correlations indeed exist. Therefore, the

strategy used is to perform oblique rotation first and check the correlations between the resulting factors.

When the correlations are fairly low the solution is nearly orthogonal and orthogonal rotation can be

used. The threshold value of around 0.32 that is used in this study is set by Tabachnick and Fiddell (2007)
(see Brown, 2009). The most common orthogonal rotation method, which is also used in this report, is
varimax rotation.

Finally, the factor scores, which are the values of the m factors F1, F2, …, Fm for every case in the sample,

are calculated. In order to calculate these scores the number of factors to include needs to be decided on.

This is done by setting m equal to the number of eigenvalues greater than 1. The factor scores that are
computed represent linear combinations of the input variables. These combinations show the shared

variance, or the amount of information that is shared, between a certain case and a specific factor. Several
methods exist for calculating the factor scores, but most refined methods make use of standardized

information resulting in standardized scores with values ranging from -3.0 to + 3.0. Here, the Anderson
and Rubin scores will be used, scores that are calculated by adopting a variation of the least squares
formula. As a result these scores are uncorrelated with other factors, as well as uncorrelated with each

other. The Anderson and Rubin factor scores are also orthogonal, which means they always have a mean

value of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 (Cornish, 2007; DiStefano, Zhu, & Mîndrilă, 2009).

3.4

Conclusion

How and to what extent has online shopping orientation changed the shopping behavior of online
shopping adopters in inner city shopping areas? In order to answer this question a consumer panel is

presented with an online survey that is constructed to identify several essential on- and offline shopping

habits. The questionnaire examines what a typical visit to a Dutch inner city looks like, evaluates the
online browsing activities of respondents, and pays special attention to how respondents perceive
possible changes in their shopping behavior as a result of their online activities. The questionnaire is
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concluded with questions concerning demographics and psychographics. The data gathered from the
survey are used to pinpoint the major trends in changing shopping behavior, after which decision tree
analysis is performed. This method allows to identify the aspects that drive certain behavioral changes,

and thereby to gain understanding of how online orientation affects inner city shopping behavior.
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4

Descriptive statistics

The research objective of this study is to gain insight in the offline shopping behavior of online shopping

adopters in order to understand the impact of online orientation on consumers’ shopping behavior in

inner city shopping areas. Therefore, the target group of the study needs to consist of people who not only

regularly visit an inner city shopping area, but are also active in terms of e-shopping. These respondents
will be the base for further analysis.

4.1

Starting sample

In total 702 respondents completed the questionnaire. 46.9% of them are male and 53.1% are female. This

slight overrepresentation of female respondents is in line with the Q&A panel (and as such the population

of Dutch shoppers) which is on average slightly more female. Concerning age, respondents are grouped

into four generational cohorts, based on Brosdahl and Carpenter (2011). The Silent Generation is

composed of people born between 1925 and 1942, the Baby Boomers are born in the years 1943 till 1960,
Generation X comprises those born in the years 1961 till 1981, and Generation Y those born in the years

1982 till 2000. In this dataset the Baby Boomers form the largest group representing 37.3% of the
respondents. Generation X and Generation Y follow at 32.8% and 25.1% respectively. The Silent

Generation accounts for 4.8%. Compared to the total Dutch population this means a slight
underrepresentation of the Silent Generation and Generation Y in favor over the Baby Boomers (CBS,
2015).

4.2

Research sample

As mentioned in the introduction, respondents must meet two criteria to make the definite sample

selection: they should make an inner city visit at least once a year and they should shop online at least

once a year. Selection based on these two criteria reduces the sample from 702 to 543 respondents. An

additional 5 respondents are removed for shopping outside of the Netherlands, thereby falling out of the
scope of this study. This makes a final sample of 538 valid respondents.

Compared to the dataset at the start this sample is slightly more male, with 48.3% of respondents being

male and 51.7% being female. Looking at age, not surprisingly the Silent Generation and the Baby

Boomers are now slightly less well-presented, whereas the size of the Generation X and Generation Y
cohorts has slightly grown (figures 1 and 2). Chi-squared tests are performed to assess these differences.

In terms of gender the slight shift compared to the starting sample is not significant. For age the shift is
significant, but this makes sense as older respondents are relatively less active online. And being an active
online shopper is one of the conditions for being part of the research sample.
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35.3%

34.2%

27.3%

Generation Y

3.2%

Generation X

4.3

Male

Baby Boomers Silent Generation

Figure 1: Generational cohorts (N=538)

51.7%

48.3%

Figure 2: Gender (N=538)

Female

Inner city shopping behavior

All 538 respondents were asked to remember one of their recent visits to a Dutch inner city. Together

they visited 95 different cities and towns across the Netherlands. Looking at population size, the cities can
be organized into three different categories. The four largest cities in the Netherlands (Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, Den Haag and Utrecht) are called the G4, and are labeled as ‘big cities’. The next 37, somewhat

smaller, cities are called the G32 (still named after an older count of 32 instead of 37 now) and can be seen

as medium-sized cities (CCV, 2015). All the others are grouped as ‘small cities and towns’. Over half of the
places that were visited by the respondents are medium-sized cities, the rest is split between big cities and

small cities and towns (figure 2).

61.5%

54.3%

Big cities

30.7%

26.6%

19.1%
Medium-sized
cities

Big inner cities

Small cities and
towns

Figure 3: Cities according to population size (N=538)

Medium-sized
inner cities

7.8%

Small inner cities

Figure 4: Inner cities according to number of facilities (N=538)

Since the focus of this study is on inner city shopping behavior, it may also be interesting to organize the

cities in a different way, keeping in mind the number of public facilities (including shops) on offer in their
main inner city shopping areas. A possible classification is the one used by Platform
Binnenstadsmanagement in which inner cities that have more than 550 of such public facilities are labeled

‘big inner cities’. This group comprises of 24 cities (including the G4 cities). Inner cities that have between
250

and

550

facilities,

52

in

total,

are

labeled

‘medium-sized

inner

cities’

(Platform

Binnenstadsmanagement, 2015). All the others are grouped as ‘small inner cities’. Now, the majority of the
respondents (60.5%) visited one of the 24 big inner cities. 30.7% of them visited a medium-sized inner

city, whereas only 7.8% visited a small inner city (figure 3).

Looking at the timeframe of the trips, 72.5% of them took place less than four weeks prior to filling out the
questionnaire. This makes it reasonable to assume consumers’ memories about the trips are fairly
accurate. Furthermore, almost 90% of the respondents visited an inner city they are familiar with, which
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adds credibility to their answers. Remarkably, being familiar with the inner city was not a crucial aspect in
choosing a certain destination. When asked to rank eight decisive elements according to importance, the

more practical aspects came out on top, followed by shopping possibilities, and aspects concerning the
look and feel of inner cities:
•

•

68.2% of respondents placed ‘good accessibility’ in their top three

58.6% of respondents placed ‘proximity’ in their top three

•

47.4% of respondents placed ‘shopping facilities’ in their top three

•

36.1% of respondents placed ‘attractiveness’ in their top three

•

38.3% of respondents placed ‘feel and ambiance’ in their top three

A typical shopping trip
Saturday is the most popular day to visit an inner city (32.9%), followed by Thursdays (20.8%) and

Fridays (13.8%). The fact that Sundays are hardly mentioned (4.1%) is due to the limitations on Sunday

shopping in the Netherlands. In many cases, making an inner city visit is a social activity as nearly 70% of

respondents were accompanied by others. Although the fun-aspect of visiting an inner city is often
mentioned (44.1%), shopping is clearly the main reason for making the trip (68.4%). This is supported by

the importance that is attributed to shopping facilities when choosing a destination (see above), but also
by looking at the activities respondents engaged in during their visit. Nearly all of them took the time to do
some shopping (table 1).
Table 1: Inner city activities

Possible activities

Engaged in these activities (N=538)

Shopping

96.7%

Recreation (museum, theater, cinema, sports, etc.)

13.8%

Bars and restaurants

Service providers (bank office, hairdresser’s, travel agency, city hall, etc.)

60.6%
12.1%

Most shoppers do not like to be rushed. More than half of the respondents mentioned to enjoy taking their
time when shopping. This is confirmed when looking at the time they spent doing it. Three quarters of
respondents that engaged in shopping activities spent at least one hour doing so, and nearly 40% of them

spent at least two hours. In addition, the majority of the respondents also took the time to visit a bar or
restaurant for a drink or a meal (60.6%).
Specific shop typologies
Apart from the general situation, the focus of this study is on two specific shop typologies: fashion stores

and department stores, and whether or not respondents combined these visits with a stop at a bar or
restaurant. As expected, many respondents did indeed visit at least one fashion store or a department
store, and often this was combined with a visit to a bar or restaurant, as is shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Types of shop visited

Shop typology

Visited this shop type (N=538)

Combined shop with bar or restaurant (N=538)

65.6%

43.3%

Fashion store

Department store

78.1%

49.4%

Often both fashion stores and department stores were visited. 85.6% of people who visited fashion stores

also visited department stores, and 71.9% of people who visited department stores also visited fashion

stores. Respondents who only visited fashion stores were presented follow-up questions on fashion
stores, and the same procedure was used for respondents who only visited department stores. Those who

visited both shop typologies were randomly assigned to one question group (either fashion stores or

department stores), to come up with two similar sized groups. This has resulted in 235 respondents
answering questions about fashion stores, and 236 of them answering questions about department stores.

4.4

Shopping behavior and Internet activity

General situation
As stated, the sample consists of 528 people who not only regularly visit a Dutch inner city shopping area,
but are also active in terms of e-shopping. This study looks at the role the Internet plays as a source of

information, orientation, inspiration or even preparation in relation to inner city visits. Table 3 shows how
often respondents orientate themselves online (through websites, social media, apps, etc.) before hitting
the inner city shops, and also how often they do so during their inner city shopping trips.
Table 3: Online orientation in advance or during shopping trip

How often
Never

Rarely
(in up to about 20% of the cases)
Sometimes
(in 20% to about 50% of the cases)
Most of the time
(in 50% to about 80% of the cases)
(almost) always
(in more than 80% of the cases)

Online orientation in advance
(N=538)

Online orientation during
(N=538)

14.7%

63.0%

30.7%

10.0%

27.0%
17.1%
10.6%

20.4%
3.9%
2.6%

The vast majority of the respondents (85.3%) do come prepared at some level when they go shopping in
the inner city. 57.7% orientate themselves in advance in up to half of the cases, and for 27.7% this is the
case for more than half of their inner city shopping trips. Going online during a shopping trip is clearly less
popular. 63% of respondents say never to do so. However, 30.4% of respondents do orientate themselves
online during a shopping trip in up to 50% of the time.

These numbers differ somewhat across generations, especially for the extreme values ‘never’ and

‘(almost) always’. Not surprisingly The Silent Generation is by far the least active when it comes to online
orientation. The Baby Boomers and Generation X-ers do not outrun each other massively, both scoring
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around the overall average percentages in table 3. On average, Generation Y-ers orientate themselves
more online, both in advance and during their shopping trips, compared to the other generations.
Specific shop typologies
As mentioned above 235 fashion store shoppers and 236 department store shoppers answered follow-up

questions specifically related to a recent visit they made to one of either shop typologies. In addition, these

two groups of respondents were also asked several questions concerning their Internet activity. How

often, when, why and where do respondents browse online for information when it comes to fashion

stores, department stores, but also when it comes to bars and restaurants? For fashion stores 74% of the

235 respondents that were asked questions about this shop typology indicate to browse online for
information. For department stores 58.5% of 236 respondents indicate doing so. This is much more than
for bars and restaurants. Only 36.8% of the 326 respondents that visited a bar or restaurant indicate to
browse online for information concerning these facilities.

But when does this online orientation occur? Earlier was stated that, in general, 85.3% of respondents

inform or prepare themselves online (at least in some cases) before going to an inner city shopping area.

Also for the specific shop typologies most online orientation happens in advance, but even than it is
important to note that it can occur on different moments. In the case of fashion stores 19% of respondents

state to browse for information prior to one specific inner city visit, for department stores this rises to

23.2%. However browsing online for information in a more casual way, not linked to a specific visit,

occurs much more often. For fashion stores and department stores respectively 88.5% and 83.3% of

respondents indicate doing so.

Bigger differences between fashion stores and department stores exist in terms of reasons for online
browsing, as is shown in table 4a. It shows for each typology separately how many of the respondents

mentioned a particular reason for browsing online for information. The more respondents mention a
particular reason, the higher this reason ends up in the ranking in the tables below. For department

stores, the Internet is consulted for more practical reasons. Finding ideas and inspiration on the other
hand is strongly linked to the fashion category, as is online purchasing. The main reason to browse for

information about bars and restaurants is not surprisingly to find specific information about a certain
place, followed by online reservations at a significant distance (see table 4b).
Table 4a: Top reasons for online browsing

Ranking

Fashion stores

#1

Inspiration or ideas

#3

Online purchasing

#2
#4
#5
#6

Comparing prices

Product information
Shop information

Product availability
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Mentioned (N=174)
66.1%
48.3%
43.7%
39.1%
37.4%
22.4%

Department stores

Mentioned (N=138)

Comparing prices

60.1%

Shop information

46.4%

Product information
Product availability

Inspiration or ideas
Online purchasing

52.2%
40.6%
33.3%
29.7%
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Table 4b: Top reasons for online browsing

Ranking

Bars and restaurants

#1

Information on bar/restaurant

82.5%

#3

Inspiration or ideas

32.5%

#2
#4
#5

Making online reservations
Comparing prices
Online ordering

Mentioned (N=120)
41.7%
24.2%
13.3%

Websites of shops are by far the most important online information source, they are mentioned in 86.8%

of the cases for fashion stores and in 81.9% of the cases for department stores. Brand websites are more
important when it comes to fashion, they are mentioned in 37.9% of the cases, compared to 23.9% for
department stores. For the latter, search engines are the second most named information source, used by

46.4% of the respondents. For fashion stores this is 34.5%. The role of social media remains rather
limited. In the case of fashion, social media of certain shops is named by 6.3% and social media of certain
brands by 2.9% of respondents. For department stores the use of social media is almost non-existent.

4.5

Changes in shopping behavior

General situation
It is clear that Internet technology is not new, nor is its application in the shopping context. 467 of the
original 538 respondents completed a series of questions related to possible changes in their shopping

behavior. 45.4% of them indicate that they started to orientate or inform themselves online, as a part of

their shopping habits, more than three years ago. 25.1% does not remember making this step, which may

suggest that they have been online shopping adopters for quite some time now. The question remains: has
the integration of online possibilities influenced the way consumers shop in inner cities?

To some degree it certainly has. Although the vast majority of respondents (71.1%) indicate not sensing

any difference in the amount of inner city shopping trips they make, 23.1% believe to shop less in inner
cities now in comparison to the situation when they were not active online. Furthermore, whenever they
do go into town 20.1% of respondents visit less shops, and according to 21.4% of them their inner city

visits as a whole are now shorter in time as well. On the other hand, there are also respondents that follow

the opposite trend. Although these portions are much smaller, some respondents indicate to make more

inner city shopping trips (5.8%), to visit more shops during such trips (5.4%), and to make longer inner
city visits (3.4%) now compared to the situation before they started to orientate themselves online.

It may be tempting to view this as a more-versus-less story. Indeed, cross tabbing the total duration of

inner city visits with the number of shops visited, shows not surprisingly that the majority of those who

now visit less shops also have shorter inner city shopping trips and those who visit more shops have
longer inner city shopping trips. However, when looking at the number of shops visited and the total

duration of inner city visits in relation to the frequency of these visits, the situation becomes somewhat
more ambiguous.
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Tables 5a and 5b show that nearly half of the respondents who indicate to make fewer inner city shopping

trips, are also visiting fewer shops during these trips and they make shorter inner city visits as well. Those
who make more inner city shopping trips now, are more divided. Although the numbers are small, they do

show a different trend. Some of these respondents visit more shops whereas others visit fewer shops. The

same is true for the duration of their visits: some make longer inner city visits, whereas others make
shorter inner city visits.

Table 5a: Frequency of inner city shopping trips vs. number of shops visited

Count
More shopping trips
Fewer shopping trips

Visit more shops
12
2

Visit fewer shops
8
53

No difference
7
53

Total
27
108

Count
More shopping trips
Fewer shopping trips

Longer inner city visits
8
1

Shorter inner city visits
12
47

No difference
7
60

Total
27
108

Table 5b: Frequency of inner city shopping trips vs. duration of inner city visits

Looking at the respondents who have experienced some kind of change in their shopping behavior, it

becomes apparent that different forms of changed behavior occur. Some are clearly dominant over others

resulting in a net decrease in the frequency of inner city shopping trips, the time spent on the trips and the
number of shops visited during these trips.
Gender
Splitting out the numbers according to gender learns that there is hardly any difference between male and

female respondents when it comes to changes in the amount of inner city visits they make. However, they
do differ in terms of shopping trip duration and the number of shops visited, as is shown in figures 5 and
6. The fractions of respondents that indicate to make longer trips and visit more shops now compared to

the situation before they were active online are practically the same for male and female respondents. But
for the (significantly larger) groups of respondents that now make shorter trips and visit fewer shops, it is
clear that the men outrun the women. Of the 228 male respondents 24.9% visit fewer shops and 26.2% of
them make shorter inner city visits. For the 236 female respondents these percentages are considerably

lower at 15.5% and 16.8%.
Men (N=228)
Women (N=236)

24.9%

Men (N=228)
Women (N=236)
15.5%

5.2% 5.5%
Visit more shops

Visit fewer shops

Figure 5: Changes in number of shops visited
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3.1%

3.8%

Longer inner city visits

26.2%

16.8%

Shorter inner city visits

Figure 6: Changes in the duration of inner city visits
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Age
Comparing the different generations shows that age certainly makes a difference, especially for the
respondents that make fewer inner city visits, visit fewer shops, and make shorter inner city visits (see

figure 7). Although the Silent Generation is not included in this comparison (due to the limited number of

respondents in this age cohort), a clear trend appears. The fractions of respondents that now make fewer
inner city visits, visit fewer shops, and make shorter inner city visits grow as age goes down.
30.0%

26.9%

24.5%

16.1%

Fewer inner city visits

31.5%

22.7%

20.9%

13.7%

12.4%

Visit fewer shops

Baby Boomers (N=161)
Generation X (N=163)
Generation Y (N=130)

Shorter inner city visits

Figure 7: Respondents that make fewer visits, visit fewer shops, and make shorter trips (per generation)

Shop typologies
As before respondents who visited fashions stores, department stores and bars and restaurant were asked
questions specifically about these shop typologies. 209 of 235 fashion store visitors, and 203 of 236
department store visitors completed these questions, for bars and restaurants 288 of 326 did so. The
results are shown in tables 6a and 6b.

Table 6a: Changed visiting behavior fashion and department stores

%
Visit more shops
Visit fewer shops
Longer visits
Shorter visits
More in-store purchases
Fewer in-store purchases

Fashion stores (N=209)
10.5%
21.1%
4.8%
17.7%
7.2%
15.8%

Table 6b: Changed visiting behavior bars and restaurants

%
Visit more bars and restaurants
Visit fewer bars and restaurants
Longer visits
Shorter visits
Spend more money
Spend less money

Department stores (N=203)
7.9%
20.7%
4.4%
24.6%
5.4%
17.2%

Bars and restaurants (N=288)
9.4%
4.2%
5.9%
1.4%
4.5%
3.1%

The fraction of respondents that visit fewer shops is, for both fashion stores and department stores, in line
with the general case. The percentages of those who visit more shops are considerable higher though.

7.9% of department stores visitors visit more department stores now, and even 10.5% of fashion store
visitors visit more fashion stores (for the general case this is only 5.4%). Still, the net result is again
negative. For both shops typologies this means fewer shops visited, less time spent in the shops and fewer
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in-store purchases. In this, fashion stores do appear to be more resilient than department stores, as the

negative effects are smaller and the positive effects are larger. Looking at bars and restaurants, the
opposite trend is visible. More visits are made, and more time and money is spent in these facilities.
Attitudes and expectations
Visiting less shops and making shorter stops may relate to a more efficient way of shopping. Indeed,

45.3% of respondents experience efficiency gains and believe to shop more efficient now. So far however,
these efficiency gains are not massively translated into a changed time allocation, where there could be

more time for leisure and visiting local bars and restaurants. Specifically for bars and restaurants there is
a, although rather small, net positive effect in terms of time spent here during an inner city visit. But

looking at the broader picture there remains a discrepancy. Although 24.4% of respondents claim to focus
more on leisure and fun now compared to the situation before they were active online, only 10.9% of

them actually attribute more time to leisure facilities, bars and restaurants. This may indicate that being
able to shop in a more relaxed way (which is the case for 17.0% of the respondents) is also part of the fun.

But in the end there is no question about it that consumers have become, being better informed than ever,
more critical and demanding:
•

62% of respondents shop more price conscious

•

39.5% of them attach greater importance to the quality of the shops themselves (design, service,

•

44% of them attach greater importance to the quality of the products they buy in town
products on offer, etc.)

•

20.7% of them attach greater importance to the shopping environment (ambiance, quality of
public space, green areas, etc.)

Gender
Splitting out these changes according to gender shows that male respondents are more sensitive when it
comes to efficiency and value for money. The fractions of male respondents that indicate to shop more

efficiently, shop more price conscious and attach greater importance to the quality of the products they

buy in-town (compared to the situation before they were active online), are considerably higher in
comparison to the percentages of female respondents that indicate doing so (figure 8).
53.0%

68.0%
37.7%

Shop more efficiently

56.4%

48.3%

Men (N=228)
Women (N=236)

39.9%

Shop more price conscious Attach greater importance
to product quality

Figure 8: Respondents that shop more efficiently, more price conscious and attach greater importance to product quality (gender)
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4.6

Conclusion

The focus group of this study comprises of consumers that are active online shoppers, but also regularly

make an inner city shopping trip. This allows to examine the impact of online orientation on inner city

shopping behavior. And to a certain degree that impact certainly exists. Reviewing the data shows how
consumers have become more critical and demanding as a result of online orientation. Changed shopping
attitudes are identified as well, with clear differences among different generations, and between men and
women. In terms of actual shopping behavior big differences exist. Some respondents do not sense much

change in the way they shop, but others certainly do. For a considerable part of the respondents being

online and having a range of online orientation possibilities at their disposal, clearly has affected their

inner city shopping behavior. By zooming in on those consumers that have experienced certain changes,

several emerging trends are uncovered. Net decreases in the number of inner city shopping trips, in the

duration of those trips, as well as in the number of shops visited during the trips, become visible. On the

other hand, a net positive effect is shown for bars and restaurants, which is translated into more and

longer visits to and more money spent in these facilities during an inner city shopping trip.
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5

Analysis and results

The major trends in behavioral change that were found in the previous chapter form the subject of

analysis in the sections to follow. It will be key to capture the characteristics, demographics or behavioral

differences that have the largest explanatory power in terms of consumer behavior. Which aspects are the

major predictors of consumers’ inner city shopping behavior? To answer this question, decision tree
analysis by SPSS is performed. As before, general inner city shopping behavior is analyzed first, followed

by shopping behavior concerning the specific cases of fashion stores and department stores. Finally, also
consumer behavior in bars and restaurants is examined. The sample groups used here are the same as the
ones that are discussed in section 4.5.

5.1

Dependent variables

Starting point for the analyses are the answers provided by respondents on the survey aspects that deal

with the impact of online activity on offline shopping behavior. These elements are the dependent

variables in the analyses. So, the dependent variables all deal with potential behavioral changes that

respondents have experienced when they embark on inner city shopping trips. For every dependent
variable a separate tree analysis is performed.

In the case of general shopping behavior, the dependent variables deal with the frequency of inner city
visits, the number of shops visited during and the total duration of these trips. For the specific shop

typologies of both fashion stores and department stores, also three dependent variables are used: the
number of fashion or department stores visited, the duration of these shop visits, and the number of

purchases made in these shops. For the case of bars and restaurants, two dependent variables are used:
the number of facilities visited and the duration of these visits. Again, for each individual dependent
variable a separate tree analysis is performed.

Originally, all the questions that are used as dependent variables have three possible answers. One

example is that respondents could indicate whether they visit more shops now, fewer shops now, or that

there is no difference at all compared to the situation before they were active online. To improve the
quality of the results, all the dependent variables are made dichotomous. This is done based on the general

trends that emerged from the descriptive statistics. For general shopping behavior as well as shop specific

behavior the emerging trend is about visiting less, buying less, and making shorter visits. The focus lies on
this downward trend. Therefore the categories ‘more’ and ‘no difference’ are merged as one, creating a
lager counterpart to the key category ‘less’.

For bars and restaurants, a similar approach is used. Here, the emerging trend is not a downward one but
an upward one, shifting the focus from ‘less’ to ‘more’. Therefore, in making the dependent variables for

bars and restaurants dichotomous, the categories ‘less’ and ‘no difference’ are merged. They act as one
counterpart to the key category ‘more’.
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5.2

Independent variables

The idea behind tree analysis is that the value of the dependent variable can be explained by a set of

independent variables or predictors. For the analyses dealing with general shopping behavior and shop

specific behavior the independent variables that are used deal with online behavior, customer
expectations as a result of online activity, as well as demographics and psychographics. The independent

variables linked to online behavior include the frequency of online shopping, the frequency of online
orientation before and during inner city shopping trips, and also how long ago consumers started to

orientate themselves online. Demographics include age, gender and level of education. For bars and
restaurants a slightly different approach is used with a focus on changed inner city shopping behavior,

with changes in the duration of inner city visits and changes in the number of shops visited as potential

predictors. But also the frequency of online shopping and changed customer expectations are taken into
account here.

Psychographics and customer expectations comprise of respectively six and ten different elements. All of
them are rated on 5-point Likert scales (with 1 representing ‘strongly disagree’ and 5 representing

‘strongly agree’), and several of them are expected to correlate witch each other at some level. In order to

identify these correlations and at the same time reduce the number of input elements (and thus the
number of independent variables), thereby making the analyses more comprehensible, factor analyses are

performed (one for the psychographics category and one for the customer expectations category). The
actual analyses can be found in appendix 3, the outcomes are discussed here.
The six original elements of the psychographics category are:
1.

I like shopping

3.

I am always busy

2.

4.

5.
6.

I like taking my time when I go shopping

I always feel like running out of time

I like to stay up to date about the latest products and gadgets
I like to try new and different products

Factor analysis compresses these elements into three remaining factors:
•

Level of shopping enjoyment (elements 1 and 2)

•

Level of curiosity (elements and 6)

•

Level of time pressure (elements 3 and 4)

The customer expectations category deals with changed expectations as a result of online activity. It
provides insight in the impact online activity has had on consumers’ expectations regarding different
aspects of inner city shopping trips. The ten original elements in this category are:
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1.

2.

I shop more efficiently

I shop more price-conscious

3.

I am able to shop in a more relaxed way

5.

I am prepared to travel further for an inner city visit

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I am more focused on fun and leisure

I attach more importance to the shopping environment (ambiance, public space, green areas, etc.)

I attach more importance to the quality of the shops I visit (design, service, product range, etc.)

I attach more importance to the quality of the products I buy

I attach more importance to the bars and restaurants

10. I attach more importance to other facilities (hairdresser, travel agency, cinema, bank office, etc.)

Again, factor analysis compresses the elements into a reduced number of factors. In this case two factors
remain:
•
•

More leisure focused (elements 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10)
More convenience focused (elements 1, 2, 3 and 8)

As a result of the two factor analyses the sixteen 5-point Likert scale scores are replaced by a reduced

number of factor scores. Every respondent has now five Anderson and Rubin factor scores, one for each

factor. The scores range from -3.0 for very low, over zero for neutral, to +3.0 for very high. The five newly

formed factors all count as possible independent variables for the analyses, in addition to the existing
independent variables discussed above.

5.3

Presentation method

Knowing the input variables, the actual decision tree analyses can be performed. First, general shopping
behavior is addressed, followed by fashion store shopping behavior, department store shopping behavior

and finally consumer behavior concerning bars and restaurants. After reiterating the dependent variables
that are targeted and listing the input (independent) variables for every dependent variable, the results
for every decision three are discussed.

Also a summary graph is shown for every decision tree. These graphs show the dependent variable, the

significant independent variables, and also the different values of these independent variables as separate

nodes. On each level the nodes are ordered according to growing value, and the higher the value the
darker the color. For example, a higher frequency of online shopping or a higher level of shopping

enjoyment are both given darker colors. Level 1 predictors are given different shades of blue, level 2
predictors different shades of green. Further, every node contains two figures: the number of respondents
in a certain node, and the percentage of these respondents that follow the emerging trend that

corresponds to the specific dependent variable. The average value of that percentage as well as the total
number of respondents is shown in the top node. If the emerging trend is an upward one, an upward

pointing arrow is shown, and the opposite is true in the case of a downward trend. The complete decision
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trees can be found in appendices 4.1 through 4.11. The performance of the trees is indicated by the
percentages of correctly predicted answers. These percentages are listed in appendix 4.12.

5.4

General shopping behavior

The variables used for analyzing general shopping behavior are listed below. The independent variables

are organized in two groups. The first one is all about behavioral aspects and combines elements dealing

with online behavior and changed expectations as a result of that online behavior. The second group is
more focused on person specific traits and is a combination of demographics and psychographics.
Dependent variables
Frequency of inner city visits: more visits OR no difference vs. fewer visits
Number of shops visited: more shops OR no difference vs. fewer shops
Total duration of inner city visits: longer OR no difference vs. shorter

Independent variables
Group 1
How often do you shop online?
How often do you orientate yourself online before an inner city shopping trip?
How often do you orientate yourself online during an inner city shopping trip?
When did you started to orientate yourself online?
More leisure focused (factor)
More convenience focused (factor)
Group 2
Gender
Year of birth
Level of education
Level of curiosity (factor)
Level of shopping enjoyment (factor)
Level of time pressure (factor)

1. Frequency of inner city visits

Figure 9: Changes in the frequency of inner city visits (break-down)
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The emerging trend of making fewer inner city visits is broken down in figure 9. The percentages

represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend. The complete decision tree,
which has a performance of 76.9%, is available in appendix 4.1.
Level 1

The major predictor that indicates whether or not consumers undertake fewer inner city shopping trips is
online shopping frequency. If consumers shop online more often, the negative impact on their frequency

of inner city visits grows bigger. Furthermore, the differences among different levels of online shopping

activity are substantial. The largest group of respondents (43.9%) consists of consumers who are quite
keen on online shopping and do so at least once every month. In this group 33.7% of consumers

undertake fewer inner city shopping trips now. For those consumers that only rarely engage in online

shopping (which is the smallest group with 22.3% of respondents) this number goes down drastically to

8.7%. The middle group contains consumers who shop online occasionally (at most a couple of times
every three months). The downward trend of fewer inner city visits is here less pronounced compared to
the avid online shoppers, but it is still strong with 19% of respondents indicating to make fewer inner city
visits now compared to the situation before they were active online.
Level 2

The second level of the tree is split out based on consumers’ level of shopping enjoyment. A clear
difference is visible between consumers that are avid online shoppers and those that hardly shop online.

In the former group, the majority of consumers have neutral to high scores in terms of shopping

enjoyment, whereas the latter contains a larger fraction of consumers that score rather low on shopping

enjoyment. This could support the theory that in many cases consumers who enjoy shopping enjoy doing
so regardless of the online versus offline context. Indeed, the segment of consumers that enjoy shopping

and regularly shop online is the largest with 30.2% of respondents, whereas the group of shopping

enthusiasts that hardly shop online is the smallest with 9% of respondents (in this segment none of
respondents indicate to make less inner city shopping trips).

Nonetheless, for both types of online shoppers, avid and reluctant, the level of shopping enjoyment is a

moderating factor when it comes to the frequency of inner city visits. If consumers like to shop, the trend

of making fewer inner city shopping trips is clearly slowed down. Especially for the avid online shopper

branch the compensating effect of shopping enjoyment is striking. The fraction of consumers that make
fewer inner city visits is 50% for those with lower levels of shopping enjoyment, which is nearly twice as
large compared to the group of consumers with higher levels of shopping enjoyment (26.2%).
Recap
•
•

Shopping online more often results in making fewer inner city shopping trips

Having a high level of shopping enjoyment has a strong moderating effect in terms of the downward
trend of making fewer inner city visits
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2. Number of shops visited

Figure 10: Change in the number of shops visited (break-down)

The emerging trend of visiting fewer shops during inner city visits is broken down in figure 10. The
percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend. The complete
decision tree, which has a performance of 82.7%, is available in appendix 4.2.
Level 1

For the number of shops visited the factor ‘more convenience focused’ becomes the major predictor. In
general a high score on this factor means a stronger shift to more efficient and more price conscious

shopping, but it also includes feeling less rushed while shopping, and paying more attention to product

quality. Here, it is clear that a higher score on convenience relates to visiting fewer shops during inner city

visits. Three different segments are identified based on convenience scores, and every step from one

segment to the next has a severe impact on visiting fewer shops. For the segment with the highest

convenience scores (which represents 19.9% of all respondents), nearly half of the consumers visit fewer
shops now, compared to a fifth of consumers for the segment with medium high scores (which represents

39.8% of respondents), and only 7.4% for the segment with the lowest convenience scores (which
represents 40.3% of respondents).
Level 2

The second level of the tree is all about online behavior, and includes two different aspects: online
shopping frequency and the frequency of online orientation prior to inner city shopping. Online shopping

frequency is a predictor for the consumer segments with the highest and the lowest convenience scores,
the frequency of online orientation splits the middle segment. The predictors on this level are different,

but they show a similar trend. A stronger online activity (whether this is online orientation or actual

shopping) results in visiting fewer shops during inner city shopping trips. And again, the differences
among segments are substantial.

In the branch of consumers that are focused the most on convenience, 62.7% of the avid online shoppers
(those who shop online at least once every month) visit fewer shops, compared to 26.2% for those who
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shop less online (at most a couple of times every three months). For the branch with the lowest
convenience focus, these numbers are far less impressive, but the same trend is visible. 15.7% of the avid
online shoppers in this branch visit fewer shops, compared to 2.5% of those who shop less online. To a

certain degree, the differences between the two branches remind somewhat of the traditional view on
utilitarian versus hedonic shoppers, as discussed in the literature review.

In the branch with neutral to medium high convenience scores, it is not the actual online shopping but the
online orientation before going to the inner city that affects the numbers of shops visited. In the segment

of consumers that prepare themselves online in advance for more than half of the time, 32.8% visit fewer

shops. For those who prepare themselves in up to half of the cases this number is much lower at 12.6%.
Still, it is clear that preparing in advance enables consumers to visit fewer shops. The fact that these two

segments are not characterized by very high convenience scores, may indicate that the efficiency gains
from preparing in advance were either unintentional or regarded as self-evident.

Recap
•
•

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in visiting fewer shops during inner city visits

Also a stronger online activity, whether this is online shopping orientation or actual online shopping,
results in visiting fewer shops

3. Total duration of inner city visits

Figure 11: Change in total duration of inner city visits (break-down)

The emerging trend of making shorter inner city visits is broken down in figure 11. The percentages

represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend. The complete decision tree,
which has a performance of 82.0%, is available in appendix 4.3.
Level 1
Also for the total duration of inner city visits the major predictor is the factor ‘more convenience focused’
(similar to the previous section about the number of shops visited). Instead of three there are now four

segments with different ranges of scores. These segments can be labeled low, medium-low, medium-high
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and high. The medium-low segment is the largest on this level (representing 39.8% of all respondents),
followed by the medium-high segment (29.6% of respondents), the high segment (19.9% of respondents)

and the low segment (10.5% of respondents). Going from a lower score segment to a higher score segment
results in a growing negative impact on the total duration of inner city visits. In the low segment 2% of

consumers make shorter inner city visits now, for the medium-low segment this is 10.2% and for the

medium-high segment the figure rises to 23.7%. The high segment makes another big jump, with 50.5% of
consumers indicating to make shorter inner city visits now.

Level 2

Apart from the low segment, all convenience level segments have an additional level of predictors. For the
medium-low score branch, this predictor is age. The split is made between consumers born after 1986 and

those born before. Of the consumers that were born before 1986 only 6.7% make shorter inner city visits,
compared to 25% for the younger group of consumers. The latter segment (although small with 7.7% of

all respondents) represents young consumers with a medium-low focus on convenience, but still with a
reasonably strong tendency to make shorter visits. This may indicate that the effects of being more

convenience focused (such as efficiency gains) are viewed as self-evident in the eyes of the younger

generation.

For the medium-high score branch the second level predictor is the frequency of online orientation before

going to the inner city. In a similar way to the case of the number of shops visited, orientating online in

advance and thereby being better informed or prepared induces a downward trend, in this case making

shorter inner city visits. Of consumers that orientate themselves online in advance for more than half of

the time 38.5% make shorter inner city visits now, for those that orientate themselves in up to half of the
cases this figure is 14.9%. Since this branch is not associated with extreme low or extreme high

convenience scores, it could be argued that these consumers have made unintentional efficiency gains or

that they regard the efficiency gains as self-evident.

For the high score branch the level of shopping enjoyment comes into play. Consumers in this branch have
a high focus on convenience, and many of them make shorter inner city visits now. However, this does not

mean that these consumers inherently dislike shopping (or like shopping for that matter). What is clear, is
the fact that shopping enjoyment is a moderating factor concerning the downward pressure on shopping
trip duration. For the segment of consumers that indeed score low on shopping enjoyment a massive 66%

make shorter inner city visits. For those that score higher on shopping enjoyment, this figure is halved to
32.6%.
Recap
•
•

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in shorter inner city visits

Depending on how strong the convenience focus is, being younger, being more active in terms of
online orientation, and being less fond on shopping, all have stronger negative impacts on shopping
trip duration
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5.5

Fashion store shopping behavior

For analyzing fashion store shopping behavior three other dependent variables are introduced. The

independent variables are the same as those used for evaluating general shopping behavior. An overview
of all variables is listed below.

Dependent variables
Number of shops visited: more shops OR no difference vs. fewer shops
Duration of shop visits: longer OR no difference vs. shorter
Number of in-store purchases: more purchase OR no difference vs. more purchases
Independent variables
Group 1
How often do you shop online?
How often do you orientate yourself online before an inner city shopping trip?
How often do you orientate yourself online during an inner city shopping trip?
When did you started to orientate yourself online?
More leisure focused (factor)
More convenience focused (factor)
Group 2
Gender
Year of birth
Level of education
Level of curiosity (factor)
Level of shopping enjoyment (factor)
Level of time pressure (factor)

1. Number of shops visited

Figure 12: Change in the number of fashion stores visited (break-down)

The emerging trend of visiting fewer fashion stores during inner city visits is broken down in figure 12.

The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend. The complete
decision tree, which has a performance of 78.9%, is available in appendix 4.4.
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Level 1
In the previous section, dealing with general shopping behavior, the factor ‘more convenience focused’

was the level 1 predictor in terms of the number of shops visited. In the specific case of fashion stores that
same factor remains the prime predictor. Here, there are only two segments of consumers, but the same
trend is visible. Higher convenience scores are associated with a stronger downward evolution in the

number of shops visited. In the segment with higher convenience scores (representing 59.8% of

respondents) the fraction of consumers that visit fewer stores – in this case fashion stores – is 28%. For
the other segment, with lower convenience scores, this is considerably lower at 10.7%. Still, even the
higher fraction of 28% is far below the values that were found for shops in general. It shows that fashion
stores are more resilient to decreasing visits than other shop typologies.

Level 2

For the lower score branch the negative impact on the number of fashion stores visited remains rather
limited. However, the second level shows that there is a big difference in this when it comes to education

level. Within the group of consumers with a low or medium level of education only 2.1% visit fewer
fashion stores. For consumers with a higher education (college or university degree) it is more than the
tenfold of that value (22.2%), bringing it more in line with the percentages shown by the segment of
consumers with higher convenience scores.

For the higher score branch an additional diversification is made based on the level of shopping

enjoyment. This branch is characterized by a stronger tendency towards visiting fewer fashion stores, but
shopping enjoyment brings about a strong counter effect. In the segment with lower shopping enjoyment

scores, 39.1% visit fewer fashion stores. In the other segment, which is driven by higher levels of shopping
enjoyment, this number decreases to 16.4%. The fact that shopping enjoyment is a second level predictor
for fashion stores but not for shops in general, and also that the tipping value for the level of shopping

enjoyment is higher here, shows that shopping enjoyment is stronger embedded in the context of fashion
stores than it is for shops in general.
Recap
•
•

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in visiting fewer fashion stores during inner city

visits

•

This negative impact is less profound for fashion stores than it is for shops in general

•

consumers with lower convenience scores)

Having a higher education has a stronger negative effect on the number of fashion stores visited (for
Having a high level of shopping enjoyment has a strong moderating effect concerning the negative
impact on the number of fashion stores visited (for consumers with higher convenience scores)
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2. Duration of shop visits

Figure 13: Change in the duration of fashion store visits (break-down)

The emerging trend of making shorter visits to fashion stores during inner city visits is broken down in

figure 13. The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend. The
complete decision tree, which has a performance of 82.3%, is available in appendix 4.5.

The only predictor that comes in play when it comes to the duration of fashion store visits is the factor

‘more convenience focused’. A high score results in a larger negative impact on the duration of shop visits.
The consumer segment with higher convenience scores represents 59.8% of the respondents, and 25.6%
of them spent less time on fashion store visits. For consumers with lower convenience scores, only 6%

indicate making shorter visits. And this makes sense. Consumers that are more focused on the

convenience aspect, and thus feel able to shop more efficiently now in combination with a grown sense for
price-quality ratio’s, are able to shorten their store visits in time.
Recap
•
•

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in shorter fashion store visits

The factor ‘more convenience focused’ is the only significant predictor

3. Number of in-store purchases

Figure 14: Change in the number of in-store purchases (break-down)

The emerging trend of making fewer in-store purchases in fashion stores during inner city visits is broken

down in figure 14. The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this
trend. The complete decision tree, which has a performance of 84.2%, is available in appendix 4.6.
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The results for in-store purchases are nearly identical to the results for the duration of shop visits. The

factor ‘more convenience focused’ is the only predictor, the same two different segments are identified,

and the splitting value for the convenience factor is also the same as in the previous section. The only
difference is found in the segment with higher convenience scores. In this segment the fraction of

consumers that make fewer in-store purchases now is 22.4%. This is slightly lower than the fraction of
consumers that make shorter shop visits (25.6%).
Recap
•

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in fewer in-store purchases in fashion stores

•

5.6

The factor ‘more convenience focused’ is the only significant predictor

Department store shopping behavior

The dependent variables used in the analysis of department store shopping behavior are formulated in a
similar way as those used for the analysis of fashion store shopping behavior. The independent variables

have not changed. They are the same as those used for evaluating general shopping behavior and fashion
store shopping behavior.

Dependent variables
Number of shops visited: more shops OR no difference vs. fewer shops
Duration of shop visits: longer OR no difference vs. shorter
Number of in-store purchases: more purchase OR no difference vs. more purchases
Independent variables
Group 1
How often do you shop online?
How often do you orientate yourself online before an inner city shopping trip?
How often do you orientate yourself online during an inner city shopping trip?
When did you started to orientate yourself online?
More leisure focused (factor)
More convenience focused (factor)
Group 2
Gender
Year of birth
Level of education
Level of curiosity (factor)
Level of shopping enjoyment (factor)
Level of time pressure (factor)
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1. Number of shops visited

Figure 15: Change in the number of department stores visited (break-down)

The emerging trend of visiting fewer department stores during inner city visits is broken down in figure

15. The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend. The
complete decision tree, which has a performance of 81.3%, is available in appendix 4.7.
Level 1

In terms of number of shops visited the factor ‘more convenience focused’ has been identified as a prime
predictor, and this is not different when it comes to department stores. The results for department stores

confirm the importance of convenience in understanding changing shopping behavior, as was noted
earlier for both the general situation as the specific case of fashion stores.

Although consumers are similarly split here across two segments with different ranges of convenience

scores, the values for department stores differ somewhat from those of fashion stores. The splitting value
is higher here, which is an indication that the convenience scores are on average higher when it comes to
department stores. Thus, the convenience aspect is stronger represented in the context of department

stores (compared to the context of fashion stores). Respondents are also more equally divided here across

the higher convenience score segment (49.8%) and the lower convenience score segment (50.2%). In the
latter segment 5.9% of consumers indicate to visit fewer department stores now, for the former this is

35.6%. These values differ somewhat from the values for fashion stores, but the same trend is visible.
Higher convenience scores relate to a higher negative impact on the number of department stores visited.
Level 2

Only the higher convenience score branch is split further on the second level. Whereas the fashion store
analysis features the demographic and psychographic elements of education level and level of shopping
enjoyment, here the frequency of online shopping appears as a second level predictor. This indicates that

personal characteristics are more significant in the context of fashion stores, while online shopping
activity is a more critical aspect when it comes to department stores. For the avid online shopper (who

shops online at least once every month), who also has a reasonably high focus on more convenience,
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brick-and-morter department stores are less attractive. 54% of these consumers indicate visiting fewer

department stores now. This number is much higher compared to all the different consumer segments for

fashion stores. For the consumers who shop less often online (at most a couple of times every three
months) 17.6% indicate visiting fewer department stores now.
Recap
•

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in visiting fewer department stores during inner

•

city visits

•

of fashion stores

•

The convenience aspect is stronger represented in the case of department stores than it is in the case
Also shopping online more often results in a stronger negative impact on the number of department
stores visited during inner city visits

Online activity is the level two predictor here, whereas the second level of predictors for number of

fashion stores visited comprises of personal characteristics
2. Duration of shop visits

Figure 16: Change in the duration of department store visits (break-down)

The emerging trend of making shorter visits to department stores during inner city visits is broken down
in figure 16. The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend.
The complete decision tree, which has a performance of 75.4%, is available in appendix 4.8.

The only predictor for the duration of department store visits is the factor ‘more convenience focused’.

This is in line with the analysis for fashion stores. Here also, a higher convenience score is associated with

a larger negative impact on the duration of shop visits. Consumers are split in three segments, which can
be labeled as low convenience scores, neutral and high convenience scores. The fractions of consumers

that indicate to make shorter shop visits now are respectively 6.2%, 27.9% and 45.9%. Especially that last
category, with high convenience scores and a large negative impact on the duration of shop visits, sets

department stores apart from fashion stores (where the maximum fraction of consumers making shorter
visits is 25.6%).
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Recap
•
•
•

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in shorter department store visits

The negative impact of a high more convenience focus is much stronger compared to fashion stores
The factor ‘more convenience focused’ is the only significant predictor

3. Number of in-store purchases

Figure 17: Change in the number of in-store purchases (break-down)

The emerging trend of making fewer in-store purchases in department stores during inner city visits is

broken down in figure 17. The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that
follow this trend. The complete decision tree, which has a performance of 82.8%, is available in appendix
4.9.

Level 1
In the analyses for fashion stores became clear that duration of shop visits and number of purchases give
rise to nearly identical results. For department stores on the other hand the results related to the number
of in-store purchases are nearly identical to the results dealing with the number of department stores
visited.

This means that the factor ‘more convenience focused’ is the only predictor on the first level. Respondents
are split across the same two segments, one with higher convenience scores (49.8% of respondents) and

one with lower convenience scores (50.2% of respondents). The splitting value is the same as in the
decision tree for number of department stores visited, but the percentages differ. In the segment with

higher convenience score 29.7% of consumers make fewer in-store purchases now, for the other segment

this is 4.9%. Again, the decisive character of more convenience becomes clear. Furthermore these
numbers are relatively in line with the results found for the evolution of in-store purchases in fashion

stores.
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Level 2
Knowing that the decision tree for the number of purchases is nearly identical to that of the number of
shops visited, it is no surprise that on the second level a split is made based on online shopping frequency

(only for the higher convenience score branch). Again, the splitting point is the same. For avid online

shoppers (those who shop online at least once every month) 44% make fewer in-store purchases, for
those who shop less online (at most a couple of times every three months) this is much lower at 15.7%.

The fact that online shopping frequency is a second level predictor for the number of purchases in

department stores, but no predictor in the similar analysis for fashion stores, shows that online shopping
activity has a greater impact on the shopping behavior in department stores than it has on the behavior in
fashion stores.
Recap
•
•
•

5.7

Having a stronger focus on more convenience results in fewer in-store purchases in department

stores

Also shopping online more often results in a stronger negative impact on the number of in-store
purchases in department stores

The impact of online shopping activity on in-store purchases is more significant for department stores

than it is for fashion stores

Bars and restaurants consumer behavior

Revising the approaches used, it is important to see that since the emerging trend for bars and restaurants

is an upward one (instead of the downward one for shops), the focus has shifted here from ‘less’ to ‘more’.

Therefore, the dependent variables are made dichotomous by merging the categories ‘less’ and ‘no
difference’. Combined they act as one counterpart to the focus category ‘more’.

Independent variables are selected based on their expected impact on consumer behavior in bars and
restaurants. The first group of variables comprises two elements dealing with changed shopping behavior.

Can leisure facilities such as bars and restaurant benefit from the demonstrated evolution of visiting fewer
shops? But then what about the emerging trend of making shorter inner city visits as well? The second

group is about online shopping frequency, as well as changed expectations as a result of online activity.
Does online shopping create a stronger position for bars and restaurant and how important is a more
leisure or more convenience focused attitude?
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Dependent variables
Number of facilities visited: more facilities vs. fewer facilities OR no difference
Duration of facility visits: longer vs. shorter OR no difference
Independent variables
Group 1
Has the number of shops you visit during inner city visits changed?
Has the total duration of your inner city visits changed?
Group 2
How often do you shop online?
More leisure focused (factor)
More convenience focused (factor)

1. Number of facilities visited

Figure 18: Change in the number of bars and restaurants visited (break-down)

The emerging trend of visiting more bars and restaurants during inner city visits is broken down in figure

18. The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend. The
complete decision tree, which has a performance of 90.6%, is available in appendix 4.10.
Level 1

The number one predictor when it comes to the number of bars of restaurants consumers visit is online

shopping frequency. Respondents are split between the segment of the avid online shoppers that shop
online at least once every month, and those that shop less online (at most a couple of times every three
months). Both consumer segments are well balanced, with the avid online shopper segment representing

44.1% of respondents, and the less avid online shopper segment representing 55.9% of respondents. For
both segments a certain tendency to visit more facilities is noticeable, but the impact of a higher online

shopping frequency is significant. Of the avid online shoppers 15% indicate visiting more bars and
restaurants now. For the less avid online shoppers this is limited to 5%.
Level 2
Also the second level is fully characterized by online behavior, and more specifically by the consequences
of online behavior. Looking at the less avid online shopper branch, the factor ‘more convenience focused’
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is the second level predictor, splitting the less avid shoppers in two segments. In the segment with the
lower convenience scores only 1.6% of consumers indicate visiting more bars and restaurants now.

Representing 42.4% of respondents this segment is quite large, but it is not very interesting in terms of

growing bar and restaurant visits. In the second segment, with higher convenience scores, 15.4% of

consumers visit more bars and restaurants, which is in the order of magnitude of the average value of the
avid online shoppers.

In the avid online shopper branch the second level predictor is not convenience but the factor ‘more
leisure focused’. A high score on this factor reflects a stronger shift towards a more leisure and fun focused

attitude, and attributing more importance to the shopping surroundings in general, the quality of the

shops ánd the quality of the other inner city amenities as well. Here, the splitting value of the leisure score
is quite high, indicating that on average the avid online shopper has a relatively high leisure score. In the

segment with the lower leisure scores the fraction of consumers that visit more bars and restaurants now

is 7.4%. This figure rises to an impressive 36.4% for consumers with higher leisure scores. These
consumers are true leisure seekers.

The two most remarkable segments are the ones representing the less avid online shoppers with high

convenience scores and the avid online shoppers with high leisure scores. Together they represent a
quarter of the respondents, while showing two different ways in which time savings can result in a
tendency to visit more bars and restaurants. In the first segment a more convenience focused way of inner

city shopping (as a result of online activity) gives rise to efficiency gains, which can result in visiting more
bars and restaurants (and 15.4% of these consumers do so). In the second segment time is saved by
regularly shopping online. In combination with a high leisure focus, this creates the perfect opportunity to
visit more bars and restaurant (as 36.4% of these consumers do).
Recap
•
•
•

Shopping online more often results in a stronger tendency to visit more bars and restaurants during
inner city visits

For avid online shoppers, having are strong focus on more leisure induces a strong incentive to visit
more bars and restaurants

For less avid online shoppers, having a stronger focus on more convenience also results in visiting
more bars and restaurants
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2. Duration of facility visits

Figure 19: Change in the duration of bar and restaurant visits (break-down)

The emerging trend of making longer visits to bars and restaurants during inner city visits is broken down
in figure 19. The percentages represent the fractions of respondents in every node that follow this trend.
The complete decision tree, which has a performance of 94.1%, is available in appendix 4.11.

When it comes to the duration of bar and restaurant visits, the only predictor is the number of shops

consumers visit during an inner city visit. Whereas the previous section was completely built around

variables concerned with online activity and changed expectations as a result of that activity, here it is the
actual shopping trip that determines the decision tree. Visiting fewer shops will in many cases free up

additional time, which could be used to stick around somewhat longer when visiting a bar or restaurant.

In total 19.8% of respondents visit fewer shops now when they embark on an inner city shopping trip, and
19.3% of those consumers use that opportunity to extent their visits to bars and restaurants. In the other
segment, the fraction of consumers that make longer bar and restaurant visits is limited to 2.6%.
Recap
•
•

5.8

Visiting fewer shops during inner city visits creates a strong incentive to make longer visits to bars
and restaurants

The number of shops visited is the only significant predictor

Conclusion

With the major trends in behavioral change that were found in chapter 4 as a starting point, decision tree

analysis is performed to identify the consumer aspects that have the largest explanatory power in terms of

changed consumer behavior. It is found that shopping online more often results in making fewer inner city

shopping trips. This downward trend is slowed down severely for consumers with high levels of shopping
enjoyment. Having a higher focus on more convenience gives rise to making shorter inner city visits and
visiting fewer shops. Being very active online, provides additional negative pressure on both the number

of shops visited and the duration of inner city visits. For the latter also being younger or being less fond on
shopping induces larger negative impacts.
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In general, having a stronger more convenience focus results in visiting fewer shops. This is also true for
fashion stores and department stores, although the convenience aspect is more strongly rooted in the

context of department stores. This explains the fact that doing more online shopping puts additional
pressure on the number of department stores visited. For fashion stores, the negative impact of a
convenience focus is less profound and, in addition, having a high level of shopping enjoyment strongly

moderates the negative effect. Being highly educated on the other hand enhances the negative impact on
the number of fashion stores visited. Having a higher more convenience focus does not only put pressure
on the number of fashion or department stores visited, it also affects the duration of these visits and the
number of in-store purchases. Again, the impact of the convenience factor is much bigger for department

stores than for fashion stores. Furthermore, department stores experience additional pressure in terms of

in-store purchases if consumers shop online more often.

Dependent variables

For bars and restaurants the emerging trends are positive instead of negative. The more respondents shop
online the more bars and restaurants they visit during inner city visits. For avid online shoppers this effect

is intensified when consumers have a strong focus on more leisure. For the more reluctant online
shoppers having a strong focus on more convenience will enhance the positive evolution in a similar,
although less outspoken, way. The duration of bar and restaurant visits is also experiencing an upward

trend. Visiting fewer shops during an inner city shopping trip creates an incentive to make longer bar and
restaurant visits.

Dependent variables
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6

Conclusions and recommendations

6.1

Context

At the start of this study it was stated that Internet technology has undoubtedly been changing the way

consumers shop. At the same time there remains a lack of understanding of how and to what extent these
changes impact inner city consumer behavior. And that is remarkable since inner city shopping areas are
of significant importance to the liveliness of a city, and their ability to respond to consumers’ needs is

important for the attractiveness, livability and overall quality of inner cities. Therefore, gaining insight in

the behavioral changes of consumers as a result of online activity (and especially online orientation) is

crucial to understand what consumers want and in response offer shopping environments that meet the

needs of today and of tomorrow.

To gain better understanding of those behavioral changes, it is necessary to examine the

interrelationships between online activity and inner city shopping behavior. The research sample used in
this study therefore comprises of consumers that shop in inner cities and are active online shoppers as

well. In line with the theory that online shoppers are not that different from offline shoppers (To et al.,

2007; Ganesh et al., 2010), stating this double condition has been a deliberate choice in order to prevent a

limited online versus offline debate. Within the research sample the focus lies on examining the behavior

of consumers that have altered their inner city shopping behavior as a result of online orientation.

Suggested by Weltevreden (2007), this approach allows to assess the situation for consumers that have
indeed experienced behavioral changes, but it also provides directions in which inner city consumer
behavior is evolving.

6.2

Findings

Online activity
It is clear that within the focus group of this study online shopping possibilities have become inextricably

intertwined with inner city consumer behavior. Online browsing for information and online orientation as
a form of preparation prior to and during shopping trips all have significant roles in this evolution. This

study shows that 85.3% of consumers prepare themselves online, at some level, before hitting the shops.
Of course differences exist among consumers, but for over a quarter of them online orientation in advance

is the rule rather than the exception. And also online orientation during shopping trips is gaining
popularity, with 37% of consumers indicating doing so at some stage.

It is important to see that online orientation is not limited to goal-oriented searching or deliberate
preparation. On the contrary, the share of loose, casual browsing for information is substantial. Although
online browsing for information can be linked to a specific inner city visit, most of the time such a link is

non-existent. Unconditional browsing for information has undoubtedly become an inherent part of

modern consumer behavior, whether it is prompted by getting inspired, comparing prices, or looking for
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specific information, and whether or not it results in actual online purchases. And as one could expect, this
evolution is not without consequences for consumer behavior in inner cities.
Emerging trends
This study affirms that for many consumers being online is an intrinsic part of their shopping experience.
This may support the theory that complementarity could well be the prevalent relationship between
online and offline shopping, as is argued in several studies (Mokhtarian, 2004; Farag et al., 2007;

Weltevreden, 2010). The real goal of this study however is to gain better understanding of how and to

what extent this online activity has affected inner city shopping behavior. In that respect a clear-cut

answer remains absent as different forms of behavioral changes are identified. Some consumers indicate

making more inner city visits, visiting more shops and spending more money. Others state the complete
opposite or indicate sensing (hardly) any changes. Still, within the group of consumers that have altered
their shopping behavior some developments are clearly dominant over others, making it possible to look
at the net results.

Based on the net results of the different types of behavioral changes several emerging trends are

formulated. Among them is the clear tendency of consumers to make fewer and shorter inner city
shopping trips, and to visit fewer shops during these trips as well. This negative net result is continued

when considering the specific shop typologies of fashion stores and department stores. In both cases the
emerging trends are about visiting fewer shops, making shorter shop visits and making fewer in-store
purchases. Although fashion stores show more resilience to this evolution, with negative effects being

smaller and positive effects being larger, the downward pressure on brick-and-mortar shops and inner

city shopping activities in general is unmistakably noticeable. Apart from these downward trends, also an

upward trend is identified. For inner city bars and restaurants the net results of behavioral changes show

an increase in visits, as well as in the duration of these visits and the amount of money consumers spent in
the bars and restaurants they visit.
Emerging trends explained
Apart from identifying the emerging trends in inner city consumer behavior, this study also examined the
explanatory factors that determine these trends. First of all, it was stated that a tendency exists among

consumers to make fewer inner city shopping trips. The major factor that drives this evolution is the fact

that consumers are active online. More particularly, this study shows that the more often consumers shop
online, the fewer inner city shopping trips they make. Here, it is about the actual online shopping, which

clearly is an attractive alternative to physical shopping trips. This should not be very surprising keeping in

mind that many consumers attribute great importance to the practical elements of their shopping process,
and shopping online definitely allows for an easy and practical way of shopping.

However, practicality is not the only element of importance. Shopping enjoyment also plays a significant
role when it comes to deciding whether or not to embark on an inner city shopping trip. This study shows

that a higher level of shopping enjoyment slows down the negative impact on the number of inner city
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shopping trips consumers undertake. It is important to see that the downward trend is slowed down (and
slowed down heavily), but it is certainly not nullified, let alone reversed. Having a high level of shopping

enjoyment certainly moderates the impact, but there is no doubt about it that engaging in online shopping
has a significant negative impact on the number of inner city visits consumers undertake, whether one
likes or dislikes shopping. This affirms the idea that consumers who love shopping, often will enjoy doing
so both online and offline, regardless of the online versus offline debate.

Apart from the number of inner city shopping trips consumers undertake, also the number of shops they

visit during such a trip is experiencing a downward trend. And also this trend is explained by online
activity, but in a more indirect way. Initially, it is not the actual online activity, but the changed shopping

attitudes as a result of the online activity that determine how large the negative impact is on the number

of shops visited. And more specifically it is about the degree to which consumers have become more
convenience focused. The stronger the shift to a more convenience focused shopping attitude, the fewer
shops will be visited during an inner city shopping trip. Being able to shop more efficiently, less rushed,
and with more attention for price-quality ratios is directly linked to the number of shops visited. This is

further explained by the actual online behavior in the form of online shopping and online orientation in

advance. Probably because of those possibilities consumers do not feel the need to visit as many shops as
they would have before. For some consumers this is induced by substituting physical shops with online
shops, for others it will be the fact of being better informed that allows them to postpone or even cancel
planned shop visits, and thereby reducing the number of shops they visit.

Zooming in on the specific cases of fashion stores and department stores the importance of a convenience

focused attitude is confirmed. The stronger a consumer’s focus on more convenience, the stronger the
negative impact on the number of fashion or department stores visited will be. The convenience aspect is

stronger represented in the context of department stores, which also explains the additional pressure

online shopping has on this type of shops. Fashion stores seem to be somewhat more resilient in this.

Whereas department stores are more associated with convenience, and as a result experience tougher
competition from online shopping possibilities, fashion stores are more associated with the fun-aspect of

shopping. In contrast to the case of department stores, shopping enjoyment plays a moderating factor in
the context of fashion stores. Higher levels of shopping enjoyment reduce the negative pressure on the
number of fashion stores visited during inner city visits.

Not illogically, visiting fewer shops could be linked to the next trend: making shorter inner city shopping

trips. However, this is certainly not always the case as the freed up time may also be used for other

activities. But it is shown in this study that having a more convenience focused shopping attitude not only

negatively impacts the number of shops visited, but also the total duration of inner city shopping trips.

The stronger the shift to a more convenience focused shopping attitude, the stronger the tendency to

make shorter trips will be. It is not the only element, as also being younger, being more active in terms of

online orientation, and being less fond on shopping will result in making shorter trips, but the key factor is
having a more convenience focused shopping attitude as a result of online activity.
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Thus, having a more convenience focused shopping attitude results in making shorter inner city shopping
trips, but in the cases of fashion stores and department stores it induces a tendency to make shorter

individual store visits as well. It was already stated that the convenience aspect is of greater importance to

the context of department stores than it is to that of fashion stores, and this remains true when it comes to
shop visit duration. The possible impact is much larger for department stores, where the share of

consumers making shorter visits can run up to 45.9%. The impact of a convenience focused attitude
stretches even further, as it also affects the in-store purchases in both fashion stores and department

stores. The higher the focus on more convenience, the stronger the negative impact on the number of in-

store purchases will be. In the case of department stores, online shopping again adds additional pressure
to the trend of making fewer in-store purchases, as online shopping has a stronger substituting effect here

than it has on fashion stores.

Not all emerging trends are negative. In the case of bars and restaurants, positive evolutions are found.

This is true for the number of bars and restaurants consumers visit as well as the duration of the visits.
The trend of making shorter inner city shopping trips is less profound than the trend of visiting fewer
shops during these trips, making it reasonable to assume there is some freed up time that could be used

for other inner city activities. Bars and restaurants clearly benefit from this. Shopping online is the main
element that allows consumers to free up time for other activities when they go into town. This study

shows that shopping more online stimulates consumers to visit more bars and restaurants during inner
city shopping trips.

Not only the actual online shopping, but also changed attitudes as a consequence of online activity play a
part in visiting more bars and restaurants. Having a more leisure focused shopping attitude, which among
other elements includes a grown interest in the quality of the surroundings and leisure facilities, strongly

intensifies the tendency to visit more bars and restaurants. Here, time savings gained from online
shopping are used to visit facilities other than shops. On the other hand, time savings can also be realized
during inner city visits by shopping more efficiently and being better prepared. Thus, apart from having a
more leisure focused attitude also a more convenience focused attitude affects the number of bars and

restaurants consumers visit. Efficiency gains as a result of changed shopping habits allow consumers to

free up time and visit more bars and restaurants. Not only the number of bars and restaurants consumers
visit, but also the time they spent on these visits is experiencing an upward trend, which is mainly induced
by an earlier discussed trend of visiting fewer shops.

6.3

Limitations and recommendations

The data used in this study are collected by means of an online survey. This survey was distributed among

the participants of a consumer panel that is assumed to be representative for the Dutch shopping
population. Based on that reference point it should be possible to generalize the results in this study to the

entire Dutch shopping audience. Still, it should be mentioned that formulating a well-defined and inclusive

description of what a shopping population really is, remains rather difficult. Therefore, finding a sample
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that is an accurate reflection of the population is, in this context, never without difficulties and prudence is

urged.

A second point of reflection deals with the size of inner cities. The collected data are partly based on
respondents’ reflections on a recent inner city visit they undertook. 19.1% of respondents visited a G4 city

(Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag or Utrecht) and the majority of them (61.5%) visited inner cities that

are big in terms of the number of public facilities offered. This makes smaller inner cities somewhat
underrepresented. On the one hand it is not surprising that bigger cities with more inhabitants and a

wider range of facilities are more popular in the sample. On the other hand however, an

underrepresentation of small inner cities may conceal additional challenges. It could be expected that the

negative impacts identified in this study are even larger, and the positive ones smaller as these inner cities
have fewer alternative facilities and amenities to attract visitors.

Recommendations for further research can be formulated as well. First of all, the focus here has been on

general shopping behavior, with additional attention for the specific cases of fashion stores, department

stores and bars and restaurants. Selecting a limited number of three specific cases has proven valuable in
guaranteeing the overall feasibility of this study. Furthermore, the selected categories all play a significant
role in the context of the Dutch inner city. However, it remains a strong limitation and extending the

research step by step to a more complete range of categories, comprising both shops and other facilities, is
recommended to construct the overall picture and expand the scope of this study.

Another remark can be made about the way in which the analyses are performed. Keeping in mind the size

of the sample, the choice was made to identify the major emerging trends in terms of changed consumer
behavior and build upon these for further analysis. This choice was made based on the limited size of

certain groups and to guarantee the quality of the results. In future research it would certainly be

interesting to perform similar analyses on significant larger groups of consumers. This would allow to test
additional theories regarding evolutions in consumer behavior that seem rather small now, but may be of

great importance in predicting future changes. But also with the current data further research would be
valuable. In addition to the performed decision tree analysis, logistic regression could be used the further

explore the major predictors of consumers’ inner city shopping behavior. Adding alternative models

allows to strengthen the validity of the current findings, by affirming or refining the presented theories, or
by adding new insights.

6.4

Managerial implications

The results affirm that inner cities, and more specifically inner city shopping areas, are dealing with

tremendous challenges. Declaring that these challenges exist is not new, but apart from the scientific
relevance this study does provide considerations that can be useful as input for managerial actions that
allow to match inner city profiles with consumers’ needs.
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Since shopping facilities are often at the heart of an inner city, it comes as no surprise that inner city

dynamics are under pressure as traditional shops feel the impact of changing consumer behavior and

changing shopping habits. The utilitarian aspects of shopping have found a tough competitor in online
possibilities that allow for an easy and efficient way of shopping. But also consumers who enjoy shopping
as a leisure activity have found their way to online alternatives. Internet technology is omnipresent and

the impact of online orientation and online shopping is felt across consumer segments and shop

typologies. Still, big differences exist. It is clear that shops that are all about practicality will find it hard to
survive. But shops that are able to go beyond the convenience aspect and also succeed at pulling the

enjoyment string will be more future proof. However, this strategy will probably not suit all shop

typologies. For department stores located in inner cities, the prospects are rather depressing as
convenience is the clear driver of department store visits. Fashion stores have more opportunities to play
out their fun aspect and provide a more complete customer experience that goes beyond the convenience
aspect.

The fact that consumers experience changes in their shopping behavior is a certainty, but this does not
mean that the inner city as a worthwhile destination is played out. In a similar way to individual shops, it

will be key to offer an attractive package combining convenience and experience. Inner cities that are able
to do so may remain successful in attracting consumers. Those consumers attach great importance to
convenience, and a shopping process that is as smooth and easy as possible. It is important for shopping
areas to provide this, but it is only the starting point. If the customer proposition that is offered is limited

to practicality and convenience, inner cities will be unable to compete with online alternatives. The reason

why consumers continue to go out and make inner city visits is because they enjoy doing so, and inner
cities should cling on to this fact.

Shopping is still the major activity consumers engage in when visiting an inner city, but appealing

shopping facilities do not suffice to seduce consumers to spend time and money in the inner city. The
focus in not as much on shopping as it used to be. Going on an inner city shopping trip is also a social event

associated with fun, leisure and enjoyment. This evolution provides inner cities with the opportunity to

highlight the added value they are able to offer to consumers. As such the concept of shopping value as
formulated by Babin et al. (1994) remains highly relevant. It is essential to realize that consumers are

increasingly well informed about their possibilities, and that they have become more critical and more
demanding. Inner cities should re-engineer themselves into places that provide high quality shops with

high quality products in high quality surroundings, with attention for complementary facilities and
amenities. It will be up to the inner cities themselves to convince the consumers of the added value they
can experience from making an inner city visit. That added value may be found in combining practical

aspects with fun elements in an experiential environment that fulfills both the convenience and enjoyment
needs of consumers.
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Appendix 1 - Questionnaire
[Q1]

Hoe vaak ga je winkelen in een binnenstad?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

[Q2]

Nooit
Minder dan 1 keer per jaar
1 of enkele keren per jaar
1 of enkele keren per kwartaal
1 of enkele keren per maand
1 keer per week
Meer dan 1 keer per week
Hoe vaak winkel je online?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
[Q3]

Nooit
Minder dan 1 keer per jaar
1 of enkele keren per jaar
1 of enkele keren per kwartaal
1 of enkele keren per maand
1 keer per week
Meer dan 1 keer per week
Hoe vaak oriënteer jij je online (via o.a. websites, social media, apps,...) voordat je in de binnenstad
gaat winkelen?

o
o
o
o
o

Nooit
Zelden (tot ca. 20% van de gevallen)
Soms (van 20% tot ca. 50% van de gevallen)
Meestal (van 50% tot ca. 80% van de gevallen)
(Bijna) altijd (meer dan 80% van de gevallen)
Hoe vaak oriënteer jij je online (via o.a. websites, social media, apps,...) tijdens het winkelen in de
binnenstad?

[Q4]

o
o
o
o
o
[Q25]

Nooit
Zelden (tot ca. 20% van de gevallen)
Soms (van 20% tot ca. 50% van de gevallen)
Meestal (van 50% tot ca. 80% van de gevallen)
(Bijna) altijd (meer dan 80% van de gevallen)
In de volgende vragen zoomen we in op één specifieke trip die je ondernomen hebt naar een
Nederlandse binnenstad. Je mag zelf één bepaald binnenstadbezoek uitkiezen dat je zich nog goed kunt
herinneren. We noemen deze trip vanaf nu “jouw binnenstadbezoek”.
Welke binnenstad heb je bezocht?

[Q26]
o
o
o
o
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Hoe bekend ben je met de binnenstad van Q25?
Erg bekend
Behoorlijk bekend
Ik ken deze binnenstad niet zo goed
Dit was mijn eerste bezoek
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[Q27]
o
o
o
o
[Q28]
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
[Q29]

[Q30]

Wanneer vond jouw binnenstadbezoek plaats?
Minder dan 1 week geleden
1 tot 2 weken geleden
2 tot 4 weken geleden
4 weken of langer geleden
Op welke dag van de week vond jouw binnenstadbezoek plaats?
Maandag
Dinsdag
Woensdag
Donderdag
Vrijdag
Zaterdag
Zondag
Hoe laat is jouw binnenstadbezoek, bij benadering, begonnen en geëindigd?
Starttijd:

----------------

Eindtijd:

----------------

Hoeveel minuten heb je gespendeerd aan:
(Vul een geheel getal in, '0' kan ook)
Winkelen:
Diensten (kapper, gemeentehuis, bank, reisbureau, etc.):
Horeca:
Ontspanning (museum, bioscoop, theater, sport, etc.):

[Q31]

Wat was de reden van uw binnenstadbezoek?
(meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)

□

Plezier/dagje uit

□

Doelgericht winkelen

□

Doelgericht horeca (lunchroom, restaurant, bar, etc.)

□
□

Doelgericht overige faciliteiten (kapper, reisbureau, bioscoop, bank, etc.)
Huishoudelijke taken

□

Werk- of studiegerelateerd

□
□

Online besteld product ophalen of gekocht product terugbrengen
Anders, namelijk:

[Q32]

Was je tijdens jouw binnenstadbezoek alleen of in gezelschap?

o
o

Alleen
In gezelschap
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[Q33]

Wat was de samenstelling van jouw gezelschap, inclusief jijzelf, tijdens jouw binnenstadbezoek?
Aantal volwassen mannen:
Aantal volwassen vrouwen:
Aantal kinderen jonger dan 12 jaar:
Aantal kinderen tussen de 12 en 18 jaar:

[Q34]

[Q60]

Hoe belangrijk waren onderstaande aspecten bij jouw keuze voor deze binnenstad? (1 = belangrijkste
aspect, 2 = iets minder belangrijk,…, 8 = minst belangrijke aspect).
Nabijheid van de binnenstad

----------------

Uitstraling en aantrekkelijkheid van de binnenstad

----------------

Goede bereikbaarheid

----------------

Sfeer en gezelligheid in de binnenstad

----------------

Bekendheid met de binnenstad

----------------

Winkelaanbod

----------------

Aanbod horeca (lunchroom, restaurant, bar, etc.)

----------------

Aanbod overige faciliteiten (kapper, reisbureau, bioscoop, bank, etc.)

----------------

Kun je aangeven of je onderstaande categorieën bezocht hebt tijdens jouw binnenstadbezoek?
Nee
Ja

Warenhuizen (V&D, Bijenkorf, HEMA, etc.)

○

○

Modewinkels

○

○

Horeca (lunchroom, restaurant, bar, etc.)

○

○

[Q36]

Welke winkel(s) in de categorie Mode/Warenhuizen heb je tijdens jouw binnenstadbezoek bezocht?
Als je het bezoek wel kunt herinneren, maar de naam van de winkel niet, dan kun je een '?' invullen bij de
winkel. Je hoeft niet alle velden te vullen.
Winkel
1:
Winkel
2:
Winkel
3:
Winkel
4:
Winkel
5:
Dit weet ik niet meer
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[Q61]
[Q62]

Was het winkelbezoek aan onderstaande winkels gepland?
Heb je iets gekocht in onderstaande winkels?

[Q63]

Heb je iets teruggebracht of een online bestelling afgehaald bij onderstaande winkels?

[Q64]

Heb jij je online georiënteerd voor het bezoek aan onderstaande winkels?

[Q40]

Ja

Nee

Winkel 1

○

○

Winkel 2

○

○

Winkel 3

○

○

Winkel 4

○

○

Winkel 5

○

○

Wanneer heb jij je online georiënteerd voor jouw bezoek aan lijst vernoemde winkels?

□

Niet specifiek gekoppeld aan mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad

□

Voor mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad

□
□

Tijdens mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad
Na mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad

[Q41]

Waarom heb jij je online georiënteerd voor jouw bezoek aan lijst vernoemde winkels?

□

Om inspiratie of ideeën op te doen

□

Om prijzen te vergelijken

□

Voor productinformatie

□
□

Voor productbeschikbaarheid
Voor informatie over deze winkel (bv. locatie, openingstijden,…)

□

Om online aankopen te doen

□

Anders, namelijk:

[Q42]

Waar heb je online naar informatie gebrowsed over lijst vernoemde winkels?
(meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)

□

Website van de bezochte winkel

□

Website(s) van andere winkel(s)

□
□

Website(s) van bepaalde merken
Website van het winkelgebied/winkelcentrum

□

Website van de stad

□

social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van de bezochte winkel

□
□

social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van andere winkel(s)
social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van bepaalde merken

□

social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van het winkelgebied/winkelcentrum

□

social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van de stad

□

Zoekmachines (o.a. Google)
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[Q43]

Welke horecazaak/zaken heb je tijdens jouw binnenstadbezoek bezocht?
Als je het bezoek wel kunt herinneren, maar de naam van de zaak niet, dan kun je een '?' invullen bij de
zaak. Je hoeft niet alle velden te vullen.
Horecazaak
1:
Horecazaak
2:
Horecazaak
3:
Horecazaak
4:
Horecazaak
5:
Dit weet ik niet meer

[Q65]

[Q66]

[Q67]
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Was het horecabezoek aan onderstaande zaken gepland?
Ja

Nee

Horecazaak 1

○

○

Horecazaak 2

○

○

Horecazaak 3

○

○

Horecazaak 4

○

○

Horecazaak 5

○

○

Waarvoor heb je onderstaande zaken bezocht?
Horecazaak 1

Drankje, kopje koffie

Horecazaak 2

Snelle hap

Horecazaak 3

Lunch

Horecazaak 4

Diner

Horecazaak 5

Anders

Heb jij je online georiënteerd voor je bezoek aan onderstaande zaken?
Ja

Nee

Horecazaak 1

○

○

Horecazaak 2

○

○

Horecazaak 3

○

○

Horecazaak 4

○

○

Horecazaak 5

○

○
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[Q68]

Wanneer heb jij je online georiënteerd voor jouw bezoek aan lijst vernoemde horecazaken?

□

Niet specifiek gekoppeld aan mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad

□

Voor mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad

□
□

Tijdens mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad
Na mijn bezoek aan de binnenstad

[Q69]

Waarom heb jij je online georiënteerd voor jouw bezoek aan lijst vernoemde horecazaken?

□

Om inspiratie of ideeën op te doen

□

Om prijzen te vergelijken

□

Voor informatie over deze horecazaak

□
□

Om online iets te bestellen
Om online te reserveren

□

Anders, namelijk:

Jij bent als consument online actief. De volgende vragen gaan over jouw algemene surfgedrag wanneer
je online bent. Misschien komen sommige vragen je bekend voor, maar die gingen over jouww recente
binnenstadbezoek; nu gaan ze over online winkelen in het algemeen.

[Q6]

Hoe vaak browse je online naar informatie over Mode/Warenhuizen?
o
o
o
o
o
o

Elke dag
Enkele keren per week
1 keer per week
Enkele keren per maand
1 keer per maand
Minder dan 1 keer per maand
Wanneer browse je online naar informatie over Mode/Warenhuizen?
(meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)

[Q7]

□

Niet specifiek gekoppeld aan een bezoek aan de binnenstad

□

Voor een bezoek aan de binnenstad

□
□

Tijdens een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Na een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Waarom browse je online naar informatie over Mode/Warenhuizen?
(meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)

[Q8]

□
□

Om online aankopen te doen
Om prijzen te vergelijken

□

Voor informatie over (een) winkel(s) (bv. locatie, openingstijden,…)

□

Om inspiratie of ideeën op te doen

□
□

Voor productbeschikbaarheid
Voor productinformatie

□

Anders, namelijk:
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Waar browse je online naar informatie over Mode/Warenhuizen?
(meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)

[Q9]

□

Website(s) van bepaalde winkels

□

Website(s) van bepaalde merken

□

Website(s) van winkelgebied(en)/winkelcentrum

□
□

Website van de stad
Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van bepaalde winkels

□

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van bepaalde merken

□

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van winkelgebied(en)/winkelcentrum

□
□

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram…) van de stad
Zoekmachines (o.a. Google)

□

Anders, namelijk:

[Q72]

Jij bent als consument online actief. De volgende vragen gaan over jouw algemene surfgedrag
wanneer je online bent. Misschien komen sommige vragen je bekend voor, maar die gingen over jouww
recente binnenstadbezoek; nu gaan ze over online winkelen in het algemeen.
Hoe vaak zoek je online naar informatie over horeca?

o
o
o
o
o
o
[Q10]

Elke dag
Enkele keren per week
1 keer per week
Enkele keren per maand
1 keer per maand
Minder dan 1 keer per maand
Waarom browse je online naar informatie over horecazaken?
(meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)

□

Om online iets te bestellen

□

Om prijzen te vergelijken

□
□

Voor informatie over een horecazaak/zaken (bv. locatie, openingstijden,…)
Om online te reserveren

□

Om inspiratie of ideeën op te doen

□

Anders, namelijk:

[Q12]

Met de volgende vragen willen we graag te weten komen of je jouw winkelgedrag in de binnenstad
veranderd hebt in vergelijking met de situatie voordat jij je online oriënteerde.
Wanneer ben je begonnen met jezelf online te oriënteren?

o
o
o
o
o
o
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Minder dan een jaar geleden
Ongeveer een jaar geleden
Ongeveer 2 jaar geleden
Ongeveer 3 jaar geleden
Langer dan 3 jaar geleden
Weet ik niet meer
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[Q13]
o
o
o
[Q14]

o
o
o
[Q15]

o
o
o
[Q16]

o
o
o
[Q17]

o
o
o
[Q18]
o
o
o
[Q19]
o
o
o
[Q20]
o
o
o

Denk je dat je vaker of minder vaak gaat winkelen in de binnenstad sinds jij je online oriënteert?
Volgens mij ga ik nu vaker winkelen in de binnenstad
Volgens mij ga ik nu minder vaak winkelen in de binnenstad?
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Denk je dat je vaker in gezelschap of vaker alleen gaat winkelen in de binnenstad sinds jij je online
oriënteert?
Volgens mij ga ik nu vaker in gezelschap winkelen
Volgens mij ga ik ga nu vaker alleen winkelen
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Denk je dat het aantal winkels dat je bezoekt tijdens een bezoek aan de binnenstad veranderd is sinds
jij je online oriënteert?
Volgens mij bezoek ik nu meer winkels
Volgens mij bezoek ik nu minder winkels
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Denk je dat de totale duur van je bezoeken aan de binnenstad veranderd is sinds jij je online
oriënteert?
Volgens mij duren mijn bezoeken nu langer
Volgens mij duren mijn bezoeken nu minder lang
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Denk je dat jouw tijdsverdeling tussen enerzijds het winkelen in de binnenstad, en anderzijds horeca
en overige faciliteiten in de binnenstad veranderd is sinds jij je online oriënteert?
Volgens mij spendeer ik in verhouding nu meer tijd aan winkelen en minder tijd aan horeca
en ontspanning
Volgens mij spendeer ik in verhouding nu minder tijd aan winkelen en meer tijd aan horeca
en ontspanning
Volgens mij is mijn tijdsverdeling ongewijzigd gebleven
In de categorie Mode/Warenhuizen bezoek ik sinds ik mij online oriënteer:
meer winkels
minder winkels
er is geen verschil
In de categorie Mode/Warenhuizen duren mijn bezoeken sinds ik online oriënteer:
korter
langer
er is geen verschil
Tijdens mijn bezoeken aan winkels in de categorie Mode/Warenhuizen doe ik sinds ik online oriënteer:
meer aankopen
minder aankopen
er is geen verschil
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[Q73]
o
o
o
[Q74]
o
o
o
[Q75]
o
o
o
[Q23]

In de categorie horeca bezoek ik sinds ik mij online oriënteer:
meer horecazaken
minder horecazaken
er is geen verschil
In de categorie horeca duren mijn bezoeken sinds ik online oriënteer:
korter
langer
er is geen verschil
Tijdens mijn bezoeken aan horecazaken geef ik sinds ik online oriënteer:
meer geld uit
minder geld uit
er is geen verschil
Wil je aangeven in hoeverre je het eens dan wel oneens bent met onderstaande stellingen?
Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer voor of tijdens het winkelen in de binnenstad…

[Q24]

…winkel ik efficiënter

Helemaal niet mee eens

…winkel ik prijsbewuster

Niet mee eens

…heb ik het gevoel meer ontspannen te kunnen winkelen in de
binnenstad

Neutraal

…ben ik bereid verder te reizen voor een binnenstadbezoek

Mee eens

…ligt mijn focus meer op plezier en ontspanning in de binnenstad

Helemaal mee eens

Wil je aangeven in hoeverre je het eens dan wel oneens bent met onderstaande stellingen?
Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer voor of tijdens het winkelen in de binnenstad…
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…hecht ik meer belang aan de winkelomgeving (sfeer, inrichting
publieke ruimte, groenvoorzieningen, etc.) in de binnenstad

----------------

…hecht ik meer belang aan de kwaliteit van de winkels (inrichting,
service, aanbod, etc.) die ik bezoek in de binnenstad

----------------

…hecht ik meer belang aan de kwaliteit van de producten die ik koop
in de binnenstad

----------------

…hecht ik meer belang aan de horecazaken (lunchroom, restaurant,
bar, etc.) in de binnenstad

----------------

…hecht ik meer belang aan de overige faciliteiten (kapper, reisbureau,
bioscoop, bank, etc.) in de binnenstad

----------------
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[Q55]

In welke mate zijn de volgende uitspraken op jou van toepassing/niet van toepassing?
Helemaal
van
toepassing

Van
toepassing

Neutraal

Niet van
toepassing

Helemaal
niet
van toepassing

Ik blijf graag op de hoogte
van de nieuwste producten
en gadgets

○

○

○

○

○

Ik houd ervan geregeld nieuwe
en verschillende producten te
proberen

○

○

○

○

○

Ik winkel graag

○

○

○

○

○

Ik ben altijd druk bezet

○

○

○

○

○

Ik neem graag de tijd wanneer
ik winkel

○

○

○

○

○

Ik heb steeds het gevoel tijd te
kort te hebben

○

○

○

○

○

[Q56]
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

[Q57]
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Wat is de samenstelling van jouw huishouden?
Alleenstaand
Alleenstaand met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind jonger dan 12 jaar
Alleenstaand met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind 12 jaar of ouder
Met partner zonder thuiswonend(e) kind(eren)
Met partner met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind jonger dan 12 jaar
Met partner met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind 12 jaar of ouder
Inwonend bij ouders of verzorgers
Samenwonend met huisgenoten
Anders, namelijk:

Wat is jouw hoogst voltooide opleiding?
Geen opleiding
Basisonderwijs
vmbo, mavo
havo, vwo
mbo
Bachelor (hbo, wo)
Master of hoger
Anders, namelijk:
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[Q58]
o
o
o
o
o
[Q59]
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

86

Welke situatie is op jou van toepassing
Ik werk fulltime (35 uur of meer per week)
Ik werk parttime (minder dan 35 uur per week)
Ik ben gepensioneerd
Ik ben student
Ik werk niet
Wat is het netto maandelijkse inkomen van jouw huishouden?
Geen inkomen
Tot 1000 euro per maand
1000 tot 1500 euro per maand
1500-2000 euro per maand
2000-2500 euro per maand
2500-3000 euro per maand
3000-5000 euro per maand
5000 euro per maand en meer
Ik geef liever geen antwoord
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Appendix 2 – Descriptive statistics
2.1

Selection conditions research sample

Hoe vaak ga je winkelen in een binnenstad?
Nooit
Minder dan 1 keer per jaar
1 of enkele keren per jaar
1 of enkele keren per kwartaal
1 of enkele keren per maand
1 keer per week
Meer dan 1 keer per week
Total

Frequency
37
43
160
173
186
62
41

Percent
Cumulative Percent
5,3
5,3
6,1
11,4
22,8
34,2
24,6
58,8
26,5
85,3
8,8
94,2
5,8
100,0

702

100,0

Hoe vaak winkel je online?
Nooit
Minder dan 1 keer per jaar
1 of enkele keren per jaar
1 of enkele keren per kwartaal
1 of enkele keren per maand
1 keer per week
Meer dan 1 keer per week
Total

2.2

Frequency
65
36
144
205
199
31
22

Percent
Cumulative Percent
9,3
9,3
5,1
14,4
20,5
34,9
29,2
64,1
28,3
92,5
4,4
96,9
3,1
100,0

702

100,0

Chi-squared test research sample

Generational cohorts
Generational cohorts
Not Selected
Selected
Total

Count

SilentGen
17

Babyboomers
69

GenX
45

7,7
17
26,3
34
34,0

59,3
193
202,7
262
262,0

52,1
185
177,9
230
230,0

Expected Count
Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count

GenY
28

Total
159

39,9
148
136,1
176
176,0

159,0
543
543,0
702
702,0

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases

Value
a
22,363
20,292
16,983

df
3
3
1

Asymp. Sig. (2sided)
,000
,000
,000

702

a. 0 cells (,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
7,70.
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Geslacht

Not
Selected
Selected

Geslacht
Man
Vrouw
67
92

Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count
Count
Expected Count

Total
159

74,5
262
254,5
329

84,5
281
288,5
373

159,0
543
543,0
702

329,0

373,0

702,0

Chi-Square Tests
Value
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction

a

1

,174

1,608

1

,205

1,852

1

,173

1,845
b

Likelihood Ratio

Asymp. Sig. (2sided)

df

Exact Sig. (2sided)

Fisher's Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases

Exact Sig. (1sided)

,177
1,842

1

,102

,175

702

a. 0 cells (,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 74,52.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

2.3

Description research sample

Wat is de samenstelling van jouw huishouden?
Frequency
124

Percent
23,0

Cumulative
Percent
23,0

Alleenstaand met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind jonger
dan 12 jaar

8

1,5

24,5

Alleenstaand met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind 12 jaar
of ouder

11

2,0

26,6

199

37,0

63,6

Met partner met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind jonger
dan 12 jaar

78

14,5

78,1

Met partner met thuiswonend(e) kind(eren); jongste kind 12 jaar
of ouder

66

12,3

90,3

Inwonend bij ouders of verzorgers

99,3

Alleenstaand

Met partner zonder thuiswonend(e) kind(eren)

48

8,9

Samenwonend met huisgenoten

3

,6

99,8

Anders, namelijk:

1

,2

100,0

538

100,0

Total

88
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Opleidingsniveau
Laag

Missing

Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
99
18,4
18,6

Middel

233

43,3

62,3

Hoog

201

37,4

100,0

Total

533

99,1

5

,9

538

100,0

System

Total
−
−
−

Laag: geen opleiding, basisonderwijs, vmbo, mavo
Midden: havo, vwo, mbo
Hoog: bachelor, master of hoger

Werksituatie
Frequency
Ik werk fulltime (35 uur of
meer per week)
Ik werk parttime (minder dan
35 uur per week)
Ik ben gepensioneerd
Ik ben student
Ik werk niet
Total

Percent

Cumulative Percent

186

34,6

34,6

130

24,2

58,7

79
39
104

14,7
7,2
19,3

73,4
80,7
100,0

538

100,0

Frequency
7
37

Percent
1,3
6,9

Cumulative Percent
1,3
8,2

66

12,3

20,4

61
65
51
81

11,3
12,1
9,5
15,1

31,8
43,9
53,3
68,4

10

1,9

70,3

160

29,7

100,0

538

100,0

Netto maandelijks huishoudinkomen
Geen inkomen
Tot 1000 euro per maand
1000 tot 1500 euro per
maand
1500-2000 euro per maand
2000-2500 euro per maand
2500-3000 euro per maand
3000-5000 euro per maand
5000 euro per maand en
meer
Ik geef liever geen antwoord
Total

Ik blijf graag op de hoogte van de nieuwste producten en gadgets.
Helemaal van toepassing
Van toepassing
Neutraal
Niet van toepassing
Helemaal niet van toepassing
Total
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Frequency
63
173
176
82
44

Percent
11,7
32,2
32,7
15,2
8,2

538

100,0

Cumulative Percent
11,7
43,9
76,6
91,8
100,0
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Ik houd ervan geregeld nieuwe en verschillende producten te proberen.
Helemaal van toepassing
Van toepassing
Neutraal
Niet van toepassing
Helemaal niet van toepassing
Total

Frequency
50
172
174
108
34

Percent
9,3
32,0
32,3
20,1
6,3

538

100,0

Frequency
52
191
158
98
39

Percent
9,7
35,5
29,4
18,2
7,2

538

100,0

Frequency
47
179
214
75
23

Percent
8,7
33,3
39,8
13,9
4,3

538

100,0

Frequency
66
232
139
83
18

Percent
12,3
43,1
25,8
15,4
3,3

538

100,0

Cumulative Percent
9,3
41,3
73,6
93,7
100,0

Ik winkel graag
Helemaal van toepassing
Van toepassing
Neutraal
Niet van toepassing
Helemaal niet van toepassing
Total

Cumulative Percent
9,7
45,2
74,5
92,8
100,0

Ik ben altijd druk bezet.
Helemaal van toepassing
Van toepassing
Neutraal
Niet van toepassing
Helemaal niet van toepassing
Total

Cumulative Percent
8,7
42,0
81,8
95,7
100,0

Ik neem graag de tijd wanneer ik winkel.
Helemaal van toepassing
Van toepassing
Neutraal
Niet van toepassing
Helemaal niet van toepassing
Total

Cumulative Percent
12,3
55,4
81,2
96,7
100,0

Ik heb steeds het gevoel tijd te kort te hebben.
Helemaal van toepassing
Van toepassing
Neutraal
Niet van toepassing
Helemaal niet van toepassing
Total

90

Frequency
46
108
207
142
35

Percent
8,6
20,1
38,5
26,4
6,5

538

100,0

Cumulative Percent
8,6
28,6
67,1
93,5
100,0
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2.4

Recent inner city visit

Bezochte binnensteden
Frequency
alkmaar
almelo
almere
alphen aan den rijn
amersfoort
amstelveen
amsterdam
apeldoorn
arnhem
assen
barendrecht
bergen op zoom
beverwijk
blerick
breda
brielle
culemborg
delft
den bosch
den haag
den helder
deventer
doetinchem
dokkum
dordrecht
drachten
dronten
ede
eindhoven
elburg
emmen
enschede
franeker
goes
gouda
grave
groningen
haarlem
haarlemmermeer
harderwijk
harlingen
heemskerk
heerenveen
heerhugowaard
heerlen
hellevoetsluis

6
2
7
3
14
2
23
10
15
9
1
6
2
1
15
2
1
5
15
28
2
7
3
2
8
2
1
2
21
1
2
9
1
10
2
1
23
14
1
1
1
1
1
1
12
2

helmond
hengelo
hilversum
hoofddorp
hoogeveen
hoorn
ijsselstein
ijsseslstein
kampen
kerkrade
leeuwarden
leiden
leidschendam
lelystad
maastricht
meppel
middelburg
nijmegen
oosterhout
oss
purmerend
raamsdonksveer
rijssen
roermond
roosendaal
rotterdam
schiedam
sittard-geleen
sluis
sneek
spijkenisse
stadskanaal
terneuzen
tiel
tilburg
uden
utrecht
veenendaal
venlo
vlaardingen
vlissingen
voorschoten
waalwijk
winterswijk
zaandam
zaanstad
zoetermeer

Frequency
6
3
4
2
2
5
1
1
1
1
3
9
1
2
12
3
2
13
2
3
4
1
3
9
3
32
1
5
1
3
2
1
2
4
8
2
20
5
6
4
2
1
2
2
11
1
7

−

G4: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag, Utrecht

−

G32: Alkmaar, Almelo, Almere, Alphen aan den Rijn, Amersfoort, Apeldoorn, Arnhem, Breda, Delft, Deventer,
Dordrecht, Ede, Eindhoven, Emmen, Enschede, Gouda, Groningen, Haarlem, Haarlemmermeer, Heerlen,
Helmond, Hengelo, ’s-Hertogenbosch, Leeuwarden, Leiden, Lelystad, Maastricht, Nijmegen,
Oss, Roosendaal, Sittard-Geleen, Schiedam, Tilburg, Venlo, Zaanstad, Zoetermeer en Zwolle

−

Big inner cities: Alkmaar, Amersfoort, Amsterdam, Apeldoorn, Arnhem, Breda, Delft, Den Haag, Deventer,
Dordrecht, Eindhoven, Enschede, Groningen, Haarlem, Hilversum, Leeuwarden, Leiden, Maastricht,
Nijmegen, Rotterdam, ’s-Hertogenbosch, Tilburg, Utrecht, Zwolle
Medium-sized inner cities: Almelo, Almere, Alphen aan den Rijn, Assen, Bergen op Zoom, Beverwijk,
Bussum, Den Helder, Doetinchem, Drachten, Ede, Emmen, Goes, Gorinchem, Gouda, Harderwijk,

−
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Heerenveen, Heerlen, Helmond, Hengelo, Hoofddorp, Hoogeveen, Hoorn, Kampen, Meppel, Middelburg,
Oosterhout, Oss, Purmerend, Roermond, Roosendaal, Schagen, Schiedam, Sittard-Geleen, Sneek,
Spijkenisse, Tiel, Uden, Valkenburg, Veenendaal, Venlo, Vlaardingen, Vlissingen, Waalwijk, Wageningen,
Weert, Winschoten, Winterswijk, Woerden, Zaandam, Zeist, Zutphen
Op welke dag van de week vond jouw binnenstadbezoek plaats?
Maandag
Dinsdag
Woensdag
Donderdag
Vrijdag
Zaterdag
Zondag
Total

Frequency
36
53
64
112
74
177
22

Percent
6,7
9,9
11,9
20,8
13,8
32,9
4,1

538

100,0

Cumulative Percent
6,7
16,5
28,4
49,3
63,0
95,9
100,0

Hoeveel tijd besteed aan winkelen?
0
max 15 min
16-30 min
31-60 min
61-120 min (1-2 hours)
121-180 min (2-3 hours)
181-240 min (3-4 hours)
241-600 min (> 4 hours)
Total

Frequency
18
6
38
87
193
104
58
34

Percent
3,3
1,1
7,1
16,2
35,9
19,3
10,8
6,3

538

100,0

Frequency
212
21
103
136
52
10
3
1

Percent
39,4
3,9
19,1
25,3
9,7
1,9
,6
,2

538

100,0

Frequency
464
8
11
16
28
5
3
3

Percent
86,2
1,5
2,0
3,0
5,2
,9
,6
,6

538

100,0

Cumulative Percent
3,3
4,5
11,5
27,7
63,6
82,9
93,7
100,0

Hoeveel tijd besteed aan horeca?
0
max 15 min
16-30 min
31-60 min
61-120 min (1-2 hours)
121-180 min (2-3 hours)
181-240 min (3-4 hours)
241-600 min (> 4 hours)
Total

Cumulative Percent
39,4
43,3
62,5
87,7
97,4
99,3
99,8
100,0

Hoeveel tijd besteed aan ontspanning?
0
max 15 min
16-30 min
31-60 min
61-120 min (1-2 hours)
121-180 min (2-3 hours)
181-240 min (3-4 hours)
241-600 min (> 4 hours)
Total

92

Cumulative Percent
86,2
87,7
89,8
92,8
98,0
98,9
99,4
100,0
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Hoeveel tijd besteed aan diensten?
Frequency
0
max 15 min
16-30 min
31-60 min
61-120 min (1-2 hours)
121-180 min (2-3 hours)
181-240 min (3-4 hours)
241-600 min (> 4 hours)
Total

Percent

464
8
11
16
28
5
3
3

86,2
1,5
2,0
3,0
5,2
,9
,6
,6

538

100,0

Cumulative Percent
86,2
87,7
89,8
92,8
98,0
98,9
99,4
100,0

Redenen voor binnenstadbezoek
Mentioned
237
368
77
42
13
17
16

Plezier/dagje uit
Doelgericht winkelen
Doelgericht horeca
Doelgericht overige faciliteiten
Huishoudelijke taken
Werk- of studiegerelateerd
Online besteld product ophalen of gekocht product terugbrengen

2.5

Percent
44,1
68,4
14,3
7,8
2,4
3,2
3,0

Shopping behavior and Internet activity

Hoe vaak browse je online naar informatie over mode?
Frequency
Elke dag
2
Enkele keren per week
26
1 keer per week
20
Enkele keren per maand
44
1 keer per maand
33
Minder dan 1 keer per maand
49
Total
174

Percent
1,1
14,9
11,5
25,3
19,0
28,2
100,0

Cumulative Percent
1,1
16,1
27,6
52,9
71,8
100,0

Wanneer browse je online naar informatie over mode?
Niet specifiek gekoppeld aan een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Voor een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Tijdens een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Na een bezoek aan de binnenstad

Mentioned
154
33
1
4

Percent
88,5
19,0
0,6
2,3

Hoe vaak browse je online naar informatie over warenhuizen?
Frequency
Elke dag
Enkele keren per week
1 keer per week
Enkele keren per maand
1 keer per maand
Minder dan 1 keer per maand
Total
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Percent
4
12
16
39
19
48

2,9
8,7
11,6
28,3
13,8
34,8

138

100,0

Cumulative Percent
2,9
11,6
23,2
51,4
65,2
100,0
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Wanneer browse je online naar informatie over warenhuizen?
Mentioned
115
32
3
3

Niet specifiek gekoppeld aan een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Voor een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Tijdens een bezoek aan de binnenstad
Na een bezoek aan de binnenstad

Percent
83,3
23,2
2,2
2,2

Hoe vaak zoek je online naar informatie over horeca?
Frequency
Elke dag
Enkele keren per week
1 keer per week
Enkele keren per maand
1 keer per maand
Minder dan 1 keer per maand
Total

2.6

Percent
1
2
5
33
19
60

,8
1,7
4,2
27,5
15,8
50,0

120

100,0

Cumulative Percent
,8
2,5
6,7
34,2
50,0
100,0

Changed shopping behavior – general case

Denk je dat je vaker of minder vaak gaat winkelen in de binnenstad sinds jij je online oriënteert?
Frequency
Volgens mij ga ik nu vaker winkelen in de
binnenstad
Volgens mij ga ik nu minder vaak winkelen in de
binnenstad?
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Total

Percent

Cumulative Percent

27

5,0

5,8

108

20,1

28,9

332

61,7

100,0

467

86,8

Denk je dat je vaker in gezelschap of vaker alleen gaat winkelen in de binnenstad sinds jij je online oriënteert?
Frequency
Volgens mij ga ik nu vaker in gezelschap
winkelen
Volgens mij ga ik ga nu vaker alleen winkelen
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Total

Percent

Cumulative Percent

33

6,1

7,1

39
395

7,2
73,4

15,4
100,0

467

86,8

Denk je dat het aantal winkels dat je bezoekt tijdens een bezoek aan de binnenstad veranderd is sinds jij je online
oriënteert?
Volgens mij bezoek ik nu meer winkels
Volgens mij bezoek ik nu minder winkels
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Total

Frequency
25
94
348

Percent
4,6
17,5
64,7

467

86,8

Cumulative Percent
5,4
25,5
100,0

Denk je dat de totale duur van je bezoeken aan de binnenstad veranderd is sinds jij je online oriënteert?
Volgens mij duren mijn bezoeken nu langer
Volgens mij duren mijn bezoeken nu minder lang
Volgens mij is er geen verschil
Total

94

Frequency
16
100
351

Percent
3,0
18,6
65,2

467

86,8

Cumulative Percent
3,4
24,8
100,0
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Denk je dat jouw tijdsverdeling tussen enerzijds het winkelen in de binnenstad, en anderzijds horeca en overige
faciliteiten in de binnenstad veranderd is sinds jij je online oriënteert?
Frequency
Volgens mij spendeer ik in verhouding nu meer
tijd aan winkelen en minder tijd aan horeca en
ontspanning
Volgens mij spendeer ik in verhouding nu minder
tijd aan winkelen en meer tijd aan horeca en
ontspanning
Volgens mij is mijn tijdsverdeling ongewijzigd
gebleven
Total

2.7

Percent

Cumulative Percent

29

5,4

6,2

51

9,5

17,1

387

71,9

100,0

467

86,8

Changed shopping behavior – fashion stores

In de categorie Mode bezoek ik nu:
meer winkels
minder winkels
er is geen verschil
Total

Frequency
22
44
143

Percent
9,4
18,7
60,9

209

88,9

Cumulative Percent
10,5
31,6
100,0

In de categorie Mode duren mijn bezoeken sinds ik online oriënteer:
korter
langer
er is geen verschil
Total

Frequency
37
10
162

Percent
15,7
4,3
68,9

209

88,9

Cumulative Percent
17,7
22,5
100,0

Tijdens mijn bezoeken aan winkels in de categorie Mode doe ik sinds ik online oriënteer:
meer aankopen
minder aankopen
er is geen verschil
Total

2.8

Frequency
15
33
161

Percent
6,4
14,0
68,5

209

88,9

Cumulative Percent
7,2
23,0
100,0

Changed shopping behavior – department stores

In de categorie Warenhuizen bezoek ik nu:
meer winkels
minder winkels
er is geen verschil
Total

korter
langer
er is geen verschil
Total
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Frequency
16
42
145

Percent
6,8
17,8
61,4

203

86,0

Frequency
50
9
144

Percent
21,2
3,8
61,0

203

86,0

Cumulative Percent
7,9
28,6
100,0

Cumulative Percent
24,6
29,1
100,0
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Tijdens mijn bezoeken aan winkels in de categorie Warenhuizen doe ik sinds ik online oriënteer:
Cumulative
Frequency
Percent
Percent
meer aankopen
11
4,7
5,4
minder aankopen
35
14,8
22,7
er is geen verschil
157
66,5
100,0
Total
203
86,0

2.9

Changed consumer behavior – bars and restaurants

In de categorie horeca bezoek ik nu:
meer horecazaken
minder horecazaken
er is geen verschil
Total

Frequency
27
12
249

Percent
5,0
2,2
46,3

288

53,5

Cumulative Percent
9,4
13,5
100,0

In de categorie horeca duren mijn bezoeken sinds ik online oriënteer:
Frequency
korter
langer
er is geen verschil
Total

Percent

4
17
267

,7
3,2
49,6

288

53,5

Cumulative Percent
1,4
7,3
100,0

Tijdens mijn bezoeken aan horecazaken geef ik sinds ik online oriënteer:
meer geld uit
minder geld uit
er is geen verschil
Total

2.10

Frequency
13
9
266

Percent
2,4
1,7
49,4

288

53,5

Cumulative Percent
4,5
7,6
100,0

Changed attitudes and expectations

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer voor of tijdens het winkelen in de binnenstad…
…winkel ik efficiënter.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total

Frequency
32
81
141
146
64
464

Percent
5,9
15,1
26,2
27,1
11,9
86,2

Frequency
20
48
108
196
92
464

Percent
3,7
8,9
20,1
36,4
17,1
86,2

…winkel ik prijsbewuster.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total
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…heb ik het gevoel meer ontspannen te kunnen winkelen in de binnenstad.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total

Frequency
53
105
227
63
16
464

Percent
9,9
19,5
42,2
11,7
3,0
86,2

…ben ik bereid verder te reizen voor een binnenstadbezoek.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total

Frequency
105
155
121
75
8
464

Percent
19,5
28,8
22,5
13,9
1,5
86,2

…ligt mijn focus meer op plezier en ontspanning in de binnenstad.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total

Frequency
45
121
185
77
36
464

Percent
8,4
22,5
34,4
14,3
6,7
86,2

…hecht ik meer belang aan de winkelomgeving (sfeer, inrichting publieke ruimte,
groenvoorzieningen, etc.) in de binnenstad.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total

Frequency
49
120
199
75
21
464

Percent
9,1
22,3
37,0
13,9
3,9
86,2

…hecht ik meer belang aan de kwaliteit van de winkels (inrichting, service, aanbod…) die ik
bezoek in de binnenstad.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total
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Frequency
31
70
180
152
31
464

Percent
5,8
13,0
33,5
28,3
5,8
86,2
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…hecht ik meer belang aan de kwaliteit van de producten die ik koop in de binnenstad.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total

Frequency
26
65
169
168
36
464

Percent
4,8
12,1
31,4
31,2
6,7
86,2

…hecht ik meer belang aan de horecafaciliteiten (lunchroom, restaurant, bar, etc.) in de
binnenstad.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total

Frequency
66
120
209
58
11
464

Percent
12,3
22,3
38,8
10,8
2,0
86,2

…hecht ik meer belang aan de overige faciliteiten (kapper, reisbureau, bioscoop, bank, etc.)
in de binnenstad.
Helemaal niet mee eens
Niet mee eens
Neutraal
Mee eens
Helemaal mee eens
Total
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Frequency
117
147
173
19
8
464

Percent
21,7
27,3
32,2
3,5
1,5
86,2
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Appendix 3 – Factor analysis
3.1

Personal characteristics

Component Correlation Matrix (oblique)
Component
1
2
1
1,000
,136
2
,136
1,000
3
,223
,078

3
,223
,078
1,000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

KMO and Bartlett’s Test (orthogonal)
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

,556
718,960
15
,000

Total Variance Explained (orthogonal)

Comp
1

Total

Initial Eigenvalues
% of
Cumulative
Variance
%

Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%

2,111

35,188

35,188

2,111

35,188

35,188

1,679

27,988

27,988

2

1,399

23,312

58,501

1,399

23,312

58,501

1,554

25,904

53,892

3

1,210

20,159

78,660

1,210

20,159

78,660

1,486

24,768

78,660

4

,528

8,801

87,461

5

,435

7,257

94,718

6

,317

5,282

100,000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a

Rotated Component Matrix (orthogonal)
Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp3

,917

,051

-,020

,884

,167

,144

,003

,898

-,027

,224

,840

,092

,038

-,046

,861

,069

,104

,845

Ik blijf graag op de hoogte van de nieuwste producten en gadgets

Ik houd ervan geregeld nieuwe en verschillende producten te proberen

Ik neem graag de tijd wanneer ik winkel
Ik winkel graag
Ik ben altijd druk bezet
Ik heb steeds het gevoel tijd te kort te hebben
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 4 iterations.
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3.2

Changed attitudes and expectations

Component Correlation Matrix (oblique)
Component
1
2
1
1,000
-,359
2
-,359
1,000
Extraction Method: Principal Component
Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser
Normalization.

KMO and Bartlett’s Test (orthogonal)
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square

,803
1212,064

df

45

Sig.

,000

Total Variance Explained (orthogonal)
Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues
Comp
1

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

3,601

36,009

36,009

3,601

36,009

36,009

2,604

26,036

26,036

2

1,432

14,321

50,330

1,432

14,321

50,330

2,429

24,294

50,330

3

,967

9,672

60,002

4

,875

8,752

68,754

5

,794

7,935

76,689

6

,608

6,077

82,766

7

,477

4,765

87,532

8

,464

4,645

92,176

9

,402

4,020

96,196

10

,380

3,804

100,000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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a

Rotated Component Matrix (orthogonal)
Comp 1
Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer hecht ik meer belang aan
horecazaken (lunchroom, restaurant, bar, etc.)

Comp 2

,769

,132

,719

,243

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer hecht ik meer belang aan de
overige faciliteiten (kapper, reisbureau, bioscoop, bank, etc.)

,684

-,012

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer ligt mijn focus meer op plezier
en ontspanning

,677

,122

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer hecht ik meer belang aan de
kwaliteit van de winkels (inrichting, service, aanbod, etc.)

,500

,484

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer ben ik bereid verder te reizen
voor een binnenstadbezoek

,358

,204

-,022

,811

,072

,798

,278

,636

,329

,602

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer hecht ik meer belang aan de
winkelomgeving (sfeer, inrichting publieke ruimte,
groenvoorzieningen, etc.)

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer winkel ik prijsbewuster

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer winkel ik efficiënter

Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer hecht ik meer belang aan de
kwaliteit van de producten die ik koop
Sinds ik me wel eens online oriënteer heb ik het gevoel meer
ontspannen te kunnen winkelen in de binnnestad

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
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Appendix 4 – Decision tree analysis
4.1

102

General shopping behavior – frequency of inner city visits
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4.2

General shopping behavior – number of shops visited
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4.3

104

General shopping behavior - total duration of inner city visits
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4.4

Fashion stores – number of shops visited
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4.5

Fashion stores - duration of shop visits

4.6

Fashion stores – number of in-store purchases

106
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4.7

Department stores – number of shops visited
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4.8

108

Department stores – duration of shop visits
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4.9

Department stores – number of in-store purchases
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4.10

110

Bars and restaurants – number of facilities visited
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4.11

Bars and restaurants – duration of facility visits

4.12

Percentage correctly predicted per decision tree

Decision tree
General shopping behavior
Frequency of inner city visits
Number of shops visited
Total duration of inner city visits
Fashion store shopping behavior
Number of fashion stores visited
Duration of fashion store visits
Number of in-store purchases
Department store shopping behavior
Number of department stores visited
Duration of department store visits
Number of in-store purchases
Consumer behavior bars and restaurants
Number of bars and restaurants visited
Duration of bar and restaurant visits
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Percentage correctly predicted
76.9%
82.7%
82.0%
78.9%
82.3%
84.2%
81.3%
75.4%
82.8%
90.6%
94.1%
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